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Fe and Capitalization
If $8,000,000
CHILDREN'S

WSE

SOCIETY

me Daily Incidents in Work
of Superntendent C. E.
Lukens.
Governor Mills today appointed ArA. Temke of Deming a notary
public.
Funds Received.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from the warden of
the penitentiary $2,735.61 convicts'
earnings, and $584.54 from the treasurer of Socorro county.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed today by The New Mexico and Arizona
Land Company of Xew York. The
capitalization is $8,000,000, divided into 80,000 shares. Edwin F. Coard is
named the New Mexico agent and
Santa Fe ' as the New Mexico headquarters. Offices are also maintained
at Phoenix, Ariz.
Change of Agent.
The Title Insurance and Trust Company today certified to Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa that it had appointed Ralph C. Ely of Deming to
succeed James R. Waddill as its New
Mexico agent.
Supreme Court.
The territorial supreme court adjourned this forenoon until Monday
forenoon after hearing arguments in
the Case No. 1055, Solomon Luna,
plaintiff in error, vs. The Cerrillos
Coal Railroad Company, defendant in
error, which has been in the courts

thur

since

1898.

Childrens' Home Society.
The Childrens' Home Society which
has been officially recognized with an
appropriation from the territory, reports through its superintendent, Rev.
C. E. Lukens :
"Last Monday I was at Deming where I found five children; two
little girls deserted by their father,
who lived about ten miles east of
Deming, and who were left alone without food or care, their mother being
dead. I found that the two children
had relatives in Big Springs, Texas, so
I sent them to their aunt there. At
the same place we found three little
children very much mistreated and
abused by their father, two little girls
and one boy. The father had been
sent to jail for beating his children unWe had the matter bemercifully.

fore the probate court and got an order for the children whom we have
bow cared for, we trust in a happy
way. Wednesday at Melrose and
Clovis, N. M., I found three boys. Two
little boys deserted by their father,
their mother being dead and they
without a home. At Clovis, a little boy
ten years old, whose mother, an immoral woman, had given him up. Friday at Estancia, I found three children, a little girl and two little boys,
mother dead, father deserted them, in
absolute poverty and homelessness.
Brought them home on the train Saturday morning. We found a little Italian baby on Tuesday and placed it
here in Albuquerque in a good home.
Thursday we had to replace a little
girl who had not gotten along well
at a former home and I am about to
go away to take a little girl to a home
near Las Vegas where I am placing
her. I am very, much in fear that the
bad year, with absolutely no rain in
the eastern counties, is going to cause
much suffering amongst the families,
and consequent dependency of children." Joshua S. Raynolds is the pres
ident; Nathan Jaffa, the
dent; Hiram Hadley, the secretary,
and J. E. Easterday the treasurer of
the society.
- Territorial Board of Education.
The territorial board of education
will meet tomorrow in the offices of
Superintendent of Public Instruction
James E. Clark to pass on applications for a professional teachers' certi
ficates. About fifty applications are on
file. Since the present force took
oharee more than 3,000 certificates
have been granted to teachers, and
Superintendent Clark has installed a
card filing system which' gives a record of every teacher and of every person granted a certificate to teach in
vice-pre-

si

the schools of New Mexico.
National Guard Orders.
The following named officers and
enlisted men of the National Guard
of New Mexico will proceed from their
homes to Las Vegas, New Mexico, and
r0nnrt tn tJhe Adjutant General at the
territorial rifle range on the 11th
irct ovppnt. ai otherwise herein spe
cified, for the purpose of engaging in
target practice anu competing for a
place on the rifle team Which will represent t.h Territory of New Mexico
in the national matches at Camp Per

it
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ry, Ohio, during the current month:
mhiLto in a three seated carriage and
Col. E. C. Abbott, 1st infantry, team
on horseback was also slow in returnBY
i
captain, Santa Fe.
ing, owing To the cloudburst and the PROHIBITION
1st
S.
M.
Murray,
artillery,
Capt.
carriage
containing Mr. and Mrs. Samteam coach, Roswell.
uel Cartwrk-ht- ,
Mrs. E. C. Abbott and
VICE-PRESIDEHAVOC Miss Meiiam Cart
Capt. Geo. E. Morrison, 1st infanIN
wriuht likewise had
Las
team
Vegas.
spotter,
try,
a long tedious drive through th- - mud
NT!
Second Lieutenant James Baca, 1st
and "canals".
infantry, range officer, Santa Fe.
Sherman
Tied
Declares
CarHe
Never
Autos
;
Train Delayed.
AlCol. Robert Smart, Med. Dept.
Up Trains,
Governor Patterson's Judicial
who
Those
took the trains from
buquerque.
Had Interest in Indian
and
Wrecks
riages
Candidates Were Defeated
Santo Domingo station were no betMajor Ludwig W. Ilfeld, 1st infanter off. A number of Santa Feans, inContracts
try, Las Vegas.
Bridges
by 30,000 Votes
cluding .Mrs. Thomas and her party
Capt. Carlos Vierra, 1st infantry,
are said to haev arrived here shortly
Santa Fe.
First Lieutenant W. R. Ames, 1st SOMEBBODY "STUFFED" CORE SANTA
SWOLLEN before 4 a. in. today, owing to a wash- FUSION WITH THEBEPUBLICflNS
out on t he Santa Fe. There was a
infantry. Las Cruces.
First Lieutenant C. E. Heald, Batt.
washout at Elota, :!0 miles from AlBlind Senator Ha3 Childish Faith At Cieneguilla Holds Big Motor buquerque, and Xo. a which is due at Pardon of Cole
Adjt., 1st infantry, Albuquerque.
Cooper Played
Color Sergeant James H. Mcllughes,
Iamy at 10:25 p. in. arrived about
in Stories He Hears From
Car In Its Sandy
j
1st infantry, ixs cerrillos.
Important Part in Cam2:30 and Xo. 725. due at 11:10 p. m.,
Muck Rakers.
j
Grasp.
Captain P. E. Dessauer, 1st infangot in at about the same hour. Owing
paign
try, Las Cruces.
to washouts from the flood Xo. 3.
Sergeant Fred Katsenstein, Co. A,
Tin' big cloudburst
that visited which leaves Lamy at 0:10 a. in., will
Big Mose, Aug. 5 Vice President,
The independent
Memphis. A in;.
1st infantry, Las Cruces.
various
around leave some time this afternoon and
of
the
portions
country
Sherman
made
the
judicial
following
today
candidate,
by the
,
supported
Second Lieutenant B. II. Schwerdt-fegerXo.
10
in
climax
is also delayed several hours. Republicans
many
statement: "I never heard my name San;a Fe, reaching its
and those Democrat
Carlsbad.
lit infantry,
mentioned in connection with the con-- ; places at U p. ni. yesterday played Washouts on the Santa Fe are also re- who are opposed to Governor Patter-soCorporal G. A. Reed, Co. B, 1st in- tracts
which where the subject of Sen- - pranks of a Hood, holding up traffic ported at LaJunta and Trinidad, takyesterday won a complete victory
fantry, Carlsbad.
in all directions, washing out rail- ing out tracks and bridges,
ator
Gore's
causing
the state by ::u.immi or more,
in
currying
out
testimony
brought
First Lieutenant Domingo Pacheco,
the land contract investigation at ' road beds, swelling creeks and little the Santa Fe trains to be detoured in the primary election. The inde1st infantry, Santa Fe.
rivers so that they were impassable over D. & R. G. tracks.
pendents represent in a lai --'e measure
First Sergeant John M. Gorman, Co. Muskogee. I never had any interest aiiu making the roads so muddy that
the state-wid- e
Arroyo Hondo Bridge Gone.
in
of
prohibition element of
any kind
any Indian contracts horses attached to
E, 1st infantry, Santa Fe.
carriages and wagAt Arroyo Hondo, the Xew Mexico the Democratic party, which has been
other
than
I
had
the
interest
have
for
A.
Co.
E.
Sergeant Pedro
Martinez,
ons gave out or were able witih difficul- Central lost; its wooden
bridge, an vigorously opposed to Governor Patyears in the welfare of the Indians ty lo continue their
1st infantry, Santa Fe.
Even
journey.
First Sergeant Jacob Safford, Co. F, and which I shall ever have. No per-- , the king of the road, the mighty tour- - eighth of a mile long, so great, was the terson since his memorable campaign
torrent that swept down on the against the late Senator Carmack for
sonal interest I mean. The story, so
1st infantry, Santa Fe.
of rhii'tv to fifrv tmrsp nower. structure.
Train Xo. 1 which leaves tlie gubernatorial nomination.
The
as
infar
name
withCo.
is
1st
is
my
concerned,
F,
Sergeant Ralph Enos,
feU Uu,
er of lhe dowupoiir al,d
atof
case
out
murder
not
m.
was
7:30
at
a.
Cooper
sent
here,
charges
out any foundation whatever. If any ,n In(ire th.m (me
fantry, Santa Fe.
instanct.( the ,ua. and train Xo. ?, did not arrive last tempted coercion of the supreme court
Private J. W. Farmer, Co. F, 1st person has said that I have personal chines had U) s1and slill
interest in this or any other Indian; T1,e rush o vater dowI1 the SunIa night. It is expected to arrive at 8 by the governor in its decision of the
infantry, Santa Fe.
First Lieutenant A. E. Hayward, 1st contract, he has stated what is not Fe ,.ailon was llUe a raging torrent, tonight. The Xew Mexico Central of- famous trial ami his pardon of Cole
ficials stated today that they expect Cooper played the leading part in the
true.
infantry, Las Vegas.
in
black in color and troublesome
to send out Xo. 4 tomorrow morning. campaign. Governor Patterson is canCo.
D.
1st
IT,
J.
Powers,
Sergeant
Gore Borrowed Money From Hamon. demeanor, big boulders crashing along
didate for
this fall.
Telegraph Wires Down.
infantry, Las Vegas.
Aug. 3. Hamon also de- - unable to withstand tiie stream's
Muskogee,
The
Postal
Musician I. K. Lewis, Co. H, 1st inCompany's
Telegraph
of
ever having offered Congressman mentum. Santa Fe itsef felt some
CLEAR SAILING NOW FOR
fantry, Las Vegas.
"an interest" in tihe deal, tlhe fury of the storm and portions of wires were down near Arroyo Hondo,
Creager
BUENA VISTA STREET.
Second Lieutenant W. E. Dudley, 1st Hamon, said he had known Senator the streets were turned into miniature where the bridge was washed away
of
and
transmission
delayed
messages
infantry, Alamogordo.
Gore nine years and had loaned him canals, while the pavements looked
for the east for twelve hours, but the Council Met Last Night and ComSecond Lieutenant F. C. Blumlein, money in business transactions. "Did like duck
ponds,
promises Were Reported Other
1st infantry, Clovis.
lines were put up again by noon today.
Santa Fe River Swollen,
you tell Senator Gore you were ready
Streets to Be Finished.
Sergeant J. G. MeGee, Co. K, 1st to pay him $23,000 or $30,000 and' The Santa Fe river which is gener The Western Union wires were down
Clovis.
in
fixed
were
same
the
but
infantry,
territory,
money would not be marked and there ally a placid stream, except, when the
Hueiia Vista street is to remain
Corporal M. J. Forbes, Co. K, 1st would be no checks, but the money snow melts in spring, seemed to have up early this morning.
city's map and to be made more
would be clean hard cash," the wit- the "spring fever" yesterday as was
Helps Water System.
infantry, Clovis.
beautiful.
This was made known at
has
The
was
however,
ness
"I
asked.
such
washout,
made
never
discovered
great
M.
as
S. Murray will act
by
sightseers returning
Captain
is said washing the adjourned meeting of the coma
worked
it
dance.
an
Hamon.
Santo
"Did
the
home
from
blessing,
and
offer,"
Domingo
officer
you
statistical
and
replied
commissary
mon council held at the court house
Captain George E. Morrison as quar- mention to Senator Gore that Vice At Cieneguilla, twelve miles from the dirt out of the creek, and now al- last
night and presided over by Mayto
tried
flow
into the
lowing clean water
termaster of the camp. Captain Mur- President Sherman, Senator Curtiss, Santa Fe, two automobile parties
or Seligman. All of the councilmen,
stocknone
Senof
tide
A
into
which
reservoir
stream.
or
leather
to
former
former
the
Senator
the
ford
on
will
10th
Las
Long
at
Vegas
ray
report
with the exception of Messrs. Moya
inst. Second Lieutenant James Baca, ator Thurston were interested in
ing scout was sent out and reported was alolwed to flow yesterday.
and Alarid were present. Chairman
with
I
did.
never
was
Veknee
Too
contracts?"
"I
water
the
Late
that
will
for
deep,
Las
at
Crops.
range officer,
report
The rain will help the range im- Gable reported that, compromises had
gas on 16th inst. Enlisted men will was at Washington in the interest of treacherous sands underneath making
been made with the property owners
take with them their mess kits, blan some Indian trades at a fee of $50 a it difficult to gain a footing. The first mensely, giving grass to the cattle, on
Iluena Vista street so that the
cross
inter-;
to
and
in
the
which
of
automobile
expenses and
attempted
but it has arrived too late to be
kets, rifles, cartridge belts, complete, day
thoroughfare will be completed at a
one suit kliaki, one suit olive drab, and est of Governor Haskell in the Mus- - the stream en route to Santa Fe had benefit to the crops, it is said.
further expense to the city of $225.
in it Mrs. George Cabot "Ward and her
rubber sacks. Officers will wear the kogee town lot case."
It. extends from College to Don Gas-pa- r
Chairman Burke today said that brother Bronson Cutting the Xew TEXAS TOWN HAS
service uniform and will take irifle
avenue, and some of the property
sumnot
the
Vice
President
be
for
Sherman
would
here
Yorkers
and cartridge belt.
residing
LOST IN POPULATION. owners
Transportation
came forward and assisted the
and
will be furnished by the Adjutant Gen subpoenaed as a witness.
mer, their chauffeur William Fay
Washington, Aug. 5. Bonhain, TexHamon is Haskell's Agent.
eral. The travel directed is necessary
their two guests, former Governor as, has a population of 4,844, com- city in getting the right of way.
The mayor was authorized to spend
in the military service.
Muskogee, Okla., Aug. 5. Jake E. 'Otero and Carl Lotave of this city. pared with 5,042 in 1900.
$12.1 to finish
Hancock
street. To
Hamon. accused bv Senator Gore of Their motor made excellent headway
Celso
was
referred
the matter
Lopez
of
one
foot
witShon
having offered him a bribe of $25,000 and had reached
of opening up several otiher streets
to influence legislation in Congress the other side of the river when a
and to Councilman Baca the opening
for the sale of the Oklahoma Indian boulder was struck by one of the
up of Delgado street.
forward
Mr.
conCutting
throwing
wheels,
took
the
stand
before
the
lands,
Councilman Ortiz was instructed to
the
arm
touched
his
and
sparkler
gressional investigating committee to. .
to the matter of getting rail1.1,
attend
fVlrt
denial, which &iuppeu me
TOWN nay. Hamon made a general
roads to build crossings the width of
to
sink
and
began
of Senator Gore's charges. He denied chine stopped
the streets and the removal of wires
himself interested in the Mc- - idly in the soft sand. The occupants
closing up a crossing at the Santa Fe
the
while
Ohe
shore
to
Murray contracts and said he was in easily stepped
Dedicates Granite Shaft to Washington in the interest of Gover- - chauffeur and others worked in vain- Buys Himself House on Fash- depot.
Traveling Auditor Safford appeared
to extricate the machine from its danHaskell of Oklahoma.
ionable
before
the council and offered to reBrooklyn
seemMemory of Pilgrim
gerous position. The machine
Gore Branded a Liar.
fund C per cent bonds of 1897 and
as
sand
soft
in
the
imbedded
ed
Fathers
Heights.
Muskogee, Aug. 5. Hamon said he
which were optional 1907 into 5 per
.., h
a-- nu
occupied part of the apartment of,l"ousn u veie
cent bonds, thus saving $170 a year
inch.
an
to
made
not
be
budge
Congressman McGuire of Oklahoma,
to me city, me proposition was
wlotor IS prisoner.
US
ANNOUNCED BY TOWN CRIERS in Washington, but McGuire paid the!
to the finance committee.
flushed
E.
J.
Clark,
Superintendent
bill. "Did you visit Senator Gore on
The council passed the ordinance
,.
May 6?" Chairman Burke asked. "Iiwmi pieasuie at mc
giving the telephone, telegraph and
car had scaled the dizzy Rev.
Hillis Will Live water and light companies
Great Naval Demonstration think I did. I called on (him every his Carter
Dwight
until Dehad
and
hill
day, and discussed my affairs wnth Qieights of La Bajada and water on
cember 1 to paint and shorten poles,
Next
Door
to
One of the Features of the
Pugilistic
him." Asked about Gore's charges, ploughed through mud
paint hydrants and prorterly locate
Event.
Negro.
Hamon .said: "There is absolutely no the way from Santo Domingo, started
in the city's limits, with a nen- poles
truth in them. I never discussed the to ford the stream but seeing the fate
alt
1
y of $25 a day after December
of the motor in front of him decided
of for failure to do so.
New York, Aug. 5. Residents
Provincetown, Mass., Aug. 5. No MeMurray contracts with him at all." to
bit.
wait until the water receded a
on
Brooklyn Heights, the exclusive secgreater duty ever developed
Carry Lights.
With him were Superintendent C. J. tion where
two
The mprslial was instructed to enmany wealthy New Yorkcriers, George
Proyincetown's
of the U. S. Indian School: ers have their
Crandall
turare
a
in
homes,
Washburn Ready and Walter Smith,
force the ordinance for vehicles to
FE B. R.
R. F. Asplund, the Rev. F. W. Pratt moil over the announcement
that carry :i;rhts after dark. The niavor
than their announcement today of the
New
the
of
and a representative
Jack Johnson the negro ueavy weigMii sad many complaints had been made
coming of President Taft and the dedMexican. Mr. Clark finally crossed
ication of a granite shaft on tlhe town
champion is negotiating for the pur - that vehicles had not been provided
center
in
the
island
small
over to a
hall erected in memory of the Pilgrim
chase of a home in tneir midst. I ne w ith lamps
of the river and there attached a rope
Fathers. The old custom of crying
price is said to be $t2,o00. Jonnson
to Ihis machine and the motor that announced
events through the streets remains
that he intends to main- RYAN DENIES CREATION
extriwas sinking and tugged hard to
tain a house in a style corresponding
intact in Provincetown.
The corner
OF BIG COPPER TRUST.
stone of the monument was laid by Tracks and Bridges Between icate the motor car. The Carter car's to that prevailing in fashionable
wneeis, nowever, naa no iracuuu pow- Brooklyn's exclusive community. "One
President Roosevelt in August, 1907.
Stock in Europe is Low and Conand Trinidad
La
er, as there was nothing but mud and of my nearest neighbors will be Rev. Says
Its dedication by President Taft at
is Increasing at an
sumption
in
and after Newell
water for them to turn
Washed Out
tracted a crowd that taxed to the lim
Dwight Hills, two justices of
Rate.
was
Amazing
effort
the
a
attempt
prolonged
the state supreme court and a score
its the narrow streets of this old
RE
to
the
given up. Mr. Clark returned
of millionaire" bankers, lawyers and
fishing town. A fine norwester was
New York, Aug. 5. The persistent
TerDETOOBED city and Mr. Crandall telephoned
business men will live near me," said
blowing straight across the bay from ALL TRAINS-Aof an alliance between the
and
j
report
Jaffa
ritorial Secretary Nathan
Johnson today.
I
Beverly to Cape Cod and the Presi
in the
Amalgamated and Guggenheim copper
resident
old
an
Mr.
Michaelis,
dent's yadht Mayflower was flying
interests to bring about an adjustment
across to be welcomed by a mighty Denver & Rio Grande and Colo- territory, who has been In Santa Fe' SPANISH GOVERNMENT
of the copper market between producMr. Jaffa and
Both
for
months.
two
TAKES AMPLE PRECAUTION.
array of the nation's naval power.
rado and Southern Lines
tion and consumption was denied to-Mr. Midhaelis sent their touring cars
to
, .
assistance
to
of
to
be
Are
Used.
Cieneguilla
Rushes Troops to Summer
JOE GANS GETS TO
Capital j "aj nl.rOMiotn A
T TQ
Vf
tirhn linn
returnwho
her
Mrs.
and
Ward
party
Clerical Demonstration May
SEE HIS PARENTS.
arMr. Jaffa's auto,
in
from
said that
ed
to
returned
the
Europe,
city
just
Result in an Uprising.
La Junta, Colo. Aug. 5. Rain exbefore midnight.
the European stocks of copper are behere
riving
5.
Noted Prize Fighter Made Race With
Alarmed
fears
Madrid,
Aug.
by
tending from La Junta to Trinidad
low normal, and consumption is inBefore they started home Mr. and
Death Across Continent From
and approaching a cloudburst in ex- Mrs. T. Z. Winter had crossed the that the proposed demonstration of
creasing at an amazing rate in EngArizona.
tent, last night, washed out hundreds river in their IS horse power Buick, the clerical forces at San Sebastian, land, France and Germany .
5.
Joe Gans, of feet of Santa Fe railroad track bethe summer capital, will assume the
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug.
bringing with them their daughter,
the former lightweight champion, will tween the two cities. All trains over Miss
of an uprising, the governcharacter
Grim-shaJose
Miss
Helen Winter,
PASSENGER STEAMER STRIKES
live
his parents in Baltimore the Santa Fe were tied up at La Junta
ment
today
began rushing troops into
Charles Catron and her
ROCK IN ALASKAN WATERS.
toward whom he is speeding in the last night. The Santa Fe is now us- little and Mrs. Mr. Winter said tlhat the summer capital. The government
daughter.
race with death. Wasted by tubercu- ing the Denver & Rio Grande, and the he
and memhad encountered no difficulty climb- believes that the Carlists
Princess May is Sinking Near Ketchilosis and only able barely to articu- Colorado & Southern tracks. Much
of the religious orders are openly
bers
had
but
hill
passed
La
ing
Bajada
kan, on Center Island All on
late, Gans passed through this city damage was done to the highways Assistant District Attorney Charles inciting their followers to violence.
Board Will Be Saved.
this morning. The train is due in Bal- and a number of bridges were washed Catron and his party which was in
timore at 3:20 this afternoon. With away.
a
power Ford. Mr. Catron's FREIGHT WRECK
Seattle, Aug. 5. A wireles3 mesGans is his wife, Dr. H. T. South-wortDEMANDS FOUR VICTIMS. sage, reports the steamer Princess
car met with some accident to its maof Prescott," Ariz., and Kid SEVEN SUFFOCATED
Scranton, Pa., Aug. 5. Two train- May, which runs between British CoRogers
chinery climbing the hill.
North, his old fime ring "partner.
IN THEIR BEDS. Fiske, who was in Mr. Winter's party, men were killed, another Is reported lumbia and Alaska ports, to have
New York, Aug. 5. Seven lives gave his seat to Mrs. Catron and re- dead and two others are missing as struck on Center Island, near KetchiBISHOP DUNNE OF DALLAS,
were lost early this morning in a fire mained with Mr. Catron, who had in the result of a freight wreck today on kan, Alaska, this morning, and that
DIES AT GREEN BAY, WIS. that destroyed a three story lodging ihis party Mr. and Mrs. Frank Levan the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western the boat i3 sinking. She is
supposed
Greenbay, Wis., Aug. 6. Riglht Rev- house in the foreign section of Ja- - v Jth Charles Hersch as chauffeur.
at Analimink, west of Stroudsburg.
to have a large passenger list. KetEdward
erend
Joseph Dunne of the
A freight train of sixty cars ran chikan is an important fishing town
Long Island. The dead are
There Were Others.
Roman Catholic y diocese of Dallas, (maica,men and two women, all suffoThe party chaperoned by Mrs. Nor- away while going down the Pocno and has gasoline boats that could put
jfive
Texas, died here today."
cated in their beds by the smoke.
out at a few moment's notice.
man L. King which went to Santo Do- - mountain.
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SELIGMAN BROS CO.
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Inipena
i
Jsrsev Cream i
I
Pansy

THE VAGRANT BLESSINGS.
(By John IX WolLs.)
g Where is !hc lau'hti r that's lost in
the world?
Ami wht'iv is tin- parpntlcss song?
Whi'io is the cheer that the optimists
here
1
Have spread in the wandering
throng?
a Where is the kindness that people
have loosed?
And where is the love and the care?
Where are the seeds of the kindlier!
deeds
That people have scattered here?
Where?

H

mV
1VUI

Bobolink
GIVE CASH EEGISTFR TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Laughter found lodgment where great
was the need.
And love found a home with the
lone;
Cheer is the guest of the poor and dis-- ;
tressed,
never was
And care where it
known;
Goodness has mellowed the hardest of
hearts,
And kindness
has tempered the

WITH

er Grocery Co.

11 in

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.

FOR ONE WEEK

August 1st to August 8th

Telephone

No. 40

j

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE

Minim

Denver,

GtTY TOPICS

Colo., Aug.

The

5.

s

.

Deco-

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather tinony

Big Sacrifice

14
6
10
14
14

LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

cr

MENS SUMMER PANTS AT BIG REDUCTION.

DONT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY.

I

DlajuomLs, Watches, Clocks

a

Ladies Skirts now $1.00 $1.35 $2.00. Ladies
Suits and Dresses must be Sold. Ladies and
Children Oxford Ties ALL GO AT COST.
Ladies Parasols at a Bargain
Summer Vests Good Quality 2 for 25c.
Summer Vests Better Quality 3 for 25c.
Long Sleeves or Half Sleeves VestsJGood Quality 20c

X
X
X
X

v
x
Sorrow and trials have blossomed in
be
Notice
will
The
Elks
theatre
j
smiles
Watch tomorclosed until Sunday.
And Life is the better, we know.
row's paper for title of pictures.
Heavy Rain Yesterday A heavy
C.
Death of Santa Fe Employe E.
rain and thunderstorm passed southBlair, aged ;!2 years, a Santa Fe rail-- ;
west and east of the city yesterday
v.ey employe, died yesterday at Las
4 and S p. m.
The rainfall
between
of
Vegas
peritonitis.
in the city was comparatively light
Fall Buys Interest in Newspaper
but the arroyos Chamisa and Hondo,
Judge A. B. Fall has bought from Ed- - southeast of the
city, were bank full
nui i.a: unite, u uciii uiiricni, ill 1.117 with flood
waters,
surging like a
Las Cruce5 Citizen.
which
has not been
torrent
like
of
the
Death at Silver City Fred V. Ros-- j
seen here for several years. ConsiderHe
Silver
enkranz died at
City.
wasj able hail fell south of the
city, but
aged 29 years. His mother, a sister
none fell in Santa Fe as only the edge
and brother survive him.
the big storm passed over the city.
Dairyman Fined D. Coppi and' of
The
precipitation for 24 hours was
been
have
at
brother
Albuqtierciue
0.3G
an inch of rain. The maximum
of
fined $10 and costs because of the un-temperature
yesterday was only 77
their
dairy.
sanitary condition of
minimum
was 55 with a rela
and
the
Wanted in Albuquerque Fred Bra-for the day of
tive
humidity
average
bant, arrested at El Paso, Texas, for;
So per cent.
passing worthless checks, is wanted
A Third Fire at Estancia Lightat Albuquerque on a similar charge,
struck the residence of P. A.
Young Man is Missing Seventeen ning
editor of the Estancia
Speckman,
started'
who
year old John Chandler,
enfrom Las Cruces two weeks ago for News, at Estancia. The fire that
contents.
sued
and
building
destroyed
tlhe
overland route,;
Alamogordo, by
is missing and fears are entertained The insurance is $500. Mrs. Speck-maand children were at the home
for his safety.
Mrs.
of
Speckman's mother wlhen the
Burglars .at .Estancia Two men fire occurred.
This is the seventeenth
an
a
to
force
entrance
into
trying
to
house
be
by fire in Esdestroyed
jewelry store at Estancia, were discovered by Night Watchman Ogilvie who tancia in the course of two weeks.
fired at them. Although one was 'hit
(Continued on Page Eight)
in the back, both made their escape.
Three
Deaths
at Albuquerque
Abran Gutierrez, aged 54 years, died CANTELOUPES ARE RIPENING
IN VICINITY OF CARLSBAD.
at Albuquerque.
His home is Naci-- i
miento, Sandoval county. Miguel Ara- Carlsbad N. M., Aug. 5. Many prosgon died at the age of 75 years,
have come to the Carlsbad
pectors
Omercision, aged S months, son of;
project the past few days. Two sales
Filiberto Anodaca, died yesterday.
were made yesterday and several othGetting Ready for Fall Term The ers are
pending.
New Mexico Normal University at
The canteloupe growers have little
Las Vegas is preparing for the open- time to waste at present. Canteloupes
ing of the fall term. The new matron, are ripening finely and car load shipMrs, Harriet B. Sheldon, of Denver, ments are the order of the
day. Prices
has taken charge, and Miss Smith, have declined slightly, still the can'ft stenographer
to President Frank Rob- taloupe patch is like a gold mine.
ens, is now on duty.
The Peoples Mercantile Company
Two
Weddings At Albuquerque has just opened its grocery departyesterday, Ralph C. Brandt and Miss ment in the Tansill block. The wool
Florence Winchester were married at is now being moved from the Tansil
the Methodist Episcopal parsonage, block to the new concrete warehouse
Miss Gertrude Hopping became the of the company. Other departments
bride of LeRoy Benedict of Richmond, will be added as soon as place can
Cal., Rev. Hugh A. Cooper of the be made for them.
The cutting and hulling of the alPresbyterian church officiating. Floyd
Moore of Belen was best man and falfa seed crop continues. The huller
records indicate tfhat the total yield
Miss Lulu Benedict, bridesmaid.
Deserted Wife of an Affinity That will exceed the first estimate.
& James W. Stewart, deserted his wife
in December of 1909, leaving her on a
How's This?
ranch near Alamogordo, Otero county
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reand went to Trinidad on the pretense ward for any case of Catarrh that canof looking for work; that he contribut- not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Ci:re.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
ed but $20 to the support of his wife
since the day of his desertain and that
We, the undersigned, have known F.
he has been living here in Trinidad J. Cheney for the last 15 yes
and bewith Mrs. Myrtle Gates whom he ac- lieve him perfectly honorable in all
knowledged as his wife, was the sub- business transactions and financially
stance of the testimony taken in the able to carry out any obligations made
hearing of Stewart and his alleged by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
paramour, Mrs. Gates in the court of
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Justice Stone at Trinidad, Colo. Mrs.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internFletcher Stewart, the deserted wife,
told how she had received letters from ally, acting directly upon the blood
her husband in which he stated that and mucous surfaces of the system.
he had no money to send her, how Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
she toiled on the ranch to eke out a per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills in
living and how eventually she came
to Trinidad last Thursday and located
her truant lord sharing the same
house with Mrs. Gates on San Pedro
stree'..
The woman who rented the
d
house to Stewart and Mrs. Gates
that she was given to understand that they were man and wife and
that Stewart and Mrs. Gates and the
two children of the latter sleep in the
1 same room, Mrs. Gates testified that asket leaves Monday Tuesday
she was merely the housekeeper for
Stewart who was an old friend of the Returns Thursday and Friday.
family.
Judge Stone, after hearing AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
the evidencve bound the defendants
over to the district court under $250 Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent
bonds each.
Phone No 23 Red
.

al

for $1.00 now 20 for $1.00
for $1.00 now 10 for $1.00
Lienzo "
for $1.00 now 12 for $1.00
Mama "
for $1.00 now 16 for $1.00
Calicoes"
for $1.00 now 16 for $1.00
BIG REDUCTION IN LADIES WAISTS
NOW 75c, $1.00 $1.25 $1.35 $1.65 $2.00

forecast is local showers to- night and Saturday except fair
in the southwest portion.

j

I CALL AMB SEE FOR YDOBSE

i

Lawns were

SHMBSE9BE

woe

Pi

All Summer Goads

Every pair
guaranteed.

I

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
WE

SUMMED CLEARANCE SALE

SELIG MAN BROS CO.

1

Goods.

1

MANUFACTURER

j

j

JEWELER

j

n

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVEftY DESCRIPTION

OK WORK

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

j

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
ofurs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEV
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHONE

1

BLACK

SANTA FE, N. M.

f
Q

;

'

CANON

ROAD

SEE

GOODS.

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

j

PICTURE

FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AND

PALACE
AVE

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

Salt

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

aii

See is

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

'

j

i

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

I
?.

HATS

THE SANTA FR TPAII
- No Need to Cut.

PRICES.

CURIO
W W
V

S.E.

fO
WV

Corner of Plaza.

C0

We have.t.

j
j

oal

tes-tiefi-

IMPEtM

TABLE WATE
By the bottle or case

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

W

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

i

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
...
TTT
fl
wooa na Kindling.
oawea
.

MONTK7.TTM A AvtrinTTip
Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

1

1

1

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85
Ml

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vcu new own?

As

Absracts of Title,

rnrmsned

t,

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,

insu

Realty
rance

Tel Black 76

M

LAUNDRY

BMfflaasflaiiwatsifflfr

ptAsaoHos

For Best Laundry Work

MEXICAN

VVoware

If it's Hardware

j

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF EVERYTHING A
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.

j

MULLIGAN & RISING i

l

em W,

mrK

WE SHAVE DOWN OUR PRICES

j

FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
IOC
ALU
i,a?honht 130 RED

ink iffi immM

liLJl Js.

j

lht Prices

Right Goods
Right Service

I

ub C. YONTZ watches
MANUFACTURER OF

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by
Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

MWIillllB

SANTA FE, N. M.

Manitou Water and Imported Vichy and
Gingerale, Apollinaris, and Grape Juice.

Zook'a Pharmacy

I
I

FRIDAY, AUGUST

IMS

D0U6O

SANTO
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REAPING BENEFIT.

PAY

M.

PAGE THREE.

lack and kidneys. It was hard for
account of pains in

i1" 'I" work on

From the Experience of
People,

me Now York, sole agents
my ed States.
Rt iiiembcr tin- - name
-

for the

Unit- - NE

4
NW
and NW 4 NW
Section 20 Township 21 N, Range 3
and E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of Intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Eliseo Lucero,
1--

Fe ;l"in and anv sudden movement agDoan's
take no other.
luravaied my trouble. My rest was
disturbed by a loo frequent desire 10
DAY We are
IE TO THE
fortunate indeed to be able !vo;d the kidney secretions
Notice for Publication.
and the
to profit by the experience of cur passaai-probate clrek, at Tierra Amarilla, N.
were scanty and
No. 0467, 013711.
Serial
painful.
The public utterances of Public statements given by local
neighbors.
M., on the 2Cth day of August, 1910.
Not Coal Land.
Jemez
Forest.
With Astonishing Solemnity of Feature and Dexterity of Santa Fe residents on the following
who had used Doan's kidney Pilis Department of the
Claimant names as witnesses:
Interior,
subject will interest and benefit with benefit, induced me to try them.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N M.
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de Her-rerLimb the Pueblo Indians Held Brilliant "Corn Dance"
thousands of our readers. Read this I fi'tind relief at once and
Florencio Vigil, Ygnaclo Tru-jillo- ,
by the time
July 12, 1910.
statement. No better proof can be I had used one
Undl Last Rays of Orb of Light Had Disappeared in
my back was free
box,
all
of Coyote, N. M.
Notice
is
Juan
that
hereby
given
had.
frniii pain. My kidneys are now nor-- : M.
the West Many Santa Feans Witness Ceremony.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
N.
of
Velasquez,
Coyote,
M.,
who,
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa in a I and I feel better in every way. on
1908. and June 20, 1910,
27,
July
Register.
Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grateful I have great faith in the curative made homestead
No.
0467
entries
and
sun
and
shone
the
custom
all
faces
Their
turned in reverential
for the benefit I have received from pnwers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
brightly
No. 013711, for SE
NW
NE
Rebound When excellent wore can
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills. For
awe and praise of the great luminary forenoon.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 NE
SW
S
NE
NE
At the Church.
be done right at home. Consult tn
I had trouble from my
several
years
Fostercuts.
toward
the west; their legs
Milburn Co.,
sinking
SE
Buffalo, N
NE
Sec. 19, and W
New Mexican Bindery.
This ceremony over, the services
moving up and down with wonderful at the church were held and the young
rapidity and rhythym, in perfect time Indians and their affiances were marto the "tom-tom- "
beats of their quaint ried in due solemnity.
Even before noon an Indian warorchestra; their painted bodies glistening like serpents of a tropical land; rior, with full quota of paint, powder,
and in the presence of a large gather- feathers and "gay rags" was seen
ing of sightseers and scientists, Amer- walking around majestically and the
ican "pale faces" and friendly Navajo crowd knew that soon the dance
Indians whose gorgeous costumes pro would be on.
vided a suitable setting for any lack. At high noon, however, the dancers
of costume of the most energetic; did not emerge from the estufa where
dancers, the Santo Domingo Pueblo is seems they were gathered, smokIndians gave a wonderful exhibition ing their pipes in a semi-circlbut
in their pueblo yesterday afternoon. the advance guard came out. It conIt was the "Corn Dance" peculiarly sisted of the "clowns" or merry maktheir own; it was their thanksgiving-- ers, who descended from the estufa
to the great king of day that sweeps! and kept everyone guessing and gaspin all majesty before their apprecia- - ing. They were devilish looking chaps
tive eyes from the east to the westj and as they walked around making
almost every day in the year in New: queer sounds, they were easily the
Mexico the Land of Sunshine; it was cynosure of all eyes.
One of the clowns tried to get postheir mark of appreciation of the sun's
glorious work in ripening the crops session of a camera held by a repreand bringing an abundant harvest sentative of the New Mexican who
with the assistance of Good Father was seated in an auto with Superin3T
Rio Grande.
tendent Clinton J. Crandall of the
To tttiose wno have never seen an northern Pueblo Indians, and Super'Mi
Indian dance before it was one of the intendent J. B. Clark of public in....
ri t
''-most interesting of sights, forcing the struction. Mr. Crandall lifted His
spectator to admire the training that Clownship into the machine with such
would permit a human being to go rapidity that there was a mixup in
through such gymnastics in the ter- which the devil lost some of his traprific heat of the sun while on that hu- pings. He was given a cigarette and
man being's face was engraved
a allowed to wend his way.
majestic look of a soui s prayer and
Finally the Dance Begins.
It was after 1 p. m. when all of the
.
praise.
J"l ,.'i
" M
To those who had seen other Indian gaily decorated or painted dancers or
dances, there was still much of inter- danseuses emerged from the estufa
est, although it is but fair to istate and marched in procession to a camthat many Santa Feans who attended pus some distance from the estufa.
the San Ildefonso dance last winter There the first dance was held in the
could see but little difference in the presence of many spectators. The
dance of yesterday, either as regards sun, however, suddenly went back on
"evolutions" or barbaric splendor.
liis worshipers, or became more len' PATKXT 11G1T SlKKl) J()B AXI) XEWS.SKVKX COLL' MX QUAKTO I'KKSS as described above.
Santo Domingo the Mecca.
ient with them, clouds gathering sud1
I, eon used very little and is of the late
his
lias
4
a
is
of
some
The date
familiar denly overhead and then came
press
August
up to date make as are bein? built todav. It is practically and
one to those residing in this part of rain which was but a taste of tlhe
to all purposes and in appearance as good as new. It was taken in
exd.ange from a daily newspaper whose circulathe country and many Santa Feans cloudburst that was to play havoc
tion demanded a flat bed press. The purchaser
in
a
machine.
putting

1

Santa
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TENT ION!

We Want New Mexico and Arizona business. Wehave the
product and represent some of the best concerns in the country, can make the prices right and want to figure with you.

j

:

.

V

The Santa Fe New Mexican is now being produce on the same style, size and kind of
press purchased
from us about two years ago.

J.

.

;-

We have and can supply with this
press an 8 page Dexter folder complete with pasters and trimmers, which can be
attached to the press delivering the paper into the f'older.The same
equipment as is used by the New Mexican. There
is also a table that goes with the folder for
when
the folder is not in operation.
receiving thepapr
ft' you are in the market now or
expect to be in the nearfuture, would suggest that you get into communication with
us at once as this press will not remain very long on themarket.

-

REBUILT CYLINDER PRESSES.
'ers, front fly delivery, air springs livery, air springs, three tracks, base ing box at third and fourth fold, flat in
"Optimus" Babcock, No, hinged roller frame, back up, impres plate, side steam and overhead fix- rack at second fold,
turning out 8 and
5, Two Revolution.
Size bed 29x43. sion trip, four tracks, box frame, base tures. Excellent
for newspaper, 1G page periodicals and 8, 10, 24 and
press
size type matter 23x4G, four form roll- plate, side steam and overhead fix
periodical, book and half tone work. 32 page book forms. Equipped with
ers, table distribution, front printed tures.
No. 2107. R. Hoe & Co., Job and fountain paster for 16 pages and
side up delivery, air springs, sheet
no. 2155. Campbell, Two Revolu News Drum Cylinder. Bed 29x42 (5
rotary paster at second fold.
slitter, back up, impression trip, side tion. Size bed 37x52, size type mat- quarto,) rear tapeless delivery, rack No. 2170.
Dexter Combination
steam and overhead fixtures. Descrip-- ! ter 32x49, four rollers, tauie distribu and cam
distribution, two form roll- Book and Periodical Folder. With
tion Barnhart's catalog.
tion, front fly delivery, four tracks, ers, air springs,
base plate, side covering attachment, will fold periNo. 2115. "Optimus" Babcock, Two springs, base
plate, equipped for di steam and overhead fixtures.
odicals 4, 8 and 1G pages, the cover
Revolution, No. 43. Size bed 28x41, rect motor connection, or can be sup
No. 2106. Cranston
"Commercial" ing attachment adding 4 pages or
size type matter 23x4G, three form roll- plied with side steam and overhead
urum. size bed 21x28, rear forming 20 pages publication; with
ers, table distribution, front printed fixtures.
tapeless delivery, two form rollers, fountain paster for 16 pages and rot
side up delivery, air springs, sheet No. 2156. Campbell, Two Revolu- rack cam
distribution, air springs, ary pasters for 8 pages and for add
slitter back up, impression trip, side tion. Size bed 29x3G, size type mat- back-umotion, base plate, side steam ing the four page cover, thus folding
H steam and overhead fixtures. Descrip for 24x33, four form rollers, table dis- and overhead fixtures.
and pasting complete 8, 16 and 20
tion Barnhart's catalog.
front fly delivery, four No. 2268. Cranston Drum. Size of page periodicals. Will also fold 4, 8,
tribution,
No. 2159. "Optimus" Babcack Pony tracks, springs, base plate,
equipped bed 30x43, (five quarto) rear tapeless 1G, 24 and 32 page book forms. EquipNo. 3, Two Revolution.
Size bed 26x For direct motor connection, or can be delivery, air springs, two form rollers,
ped with slowdown attachment and
32, size type matter 21x28, two form supplied with side steam and over rack and cam distribution, base plate,1
automatic sheet register at first fold.
rollers, table distribution, front print head fixtures.
side steam and overhead fixtures
Will take a sheet 3Sx58 down to 25x38
ed side up delivery, air springs, back No. 2152. Scott Pony No. 3, Two No. 2162. Scott Drum
and intermediate sizes. Machine pracCylinder.
ud. imnression trio, side steam and Revolution. Size bed 25x31, size type Size bed 29x42, (five
quarto) rear tape tically and to all purposes as good as
H overhead fixtures. Description Barn- - matter 21x37, two form
rollers, table less delivery, rack and cam distribu- new.
t.ait s catalog.
distribution, front fly delivery, geared tion, two form rollers, air springs,
CUTTERS.
No. 2122. C. B. Cottrell Sons & Co., interchangable vibrator rollers, air back-uNo. 2165. Seybold
motion, base plate, box frame,
"Holyoke."
No. 5 Two Revolution.
Size of bed springs, box frame, base plate, coun- - side steam and overhead fixtures
Power, 3S inch, automatic clamp, trip
33x46, size type matter 28x42, fouriter, jigger, sheet slitter, side steam
FOLDERS.
treadle and extra knire. Practically
form rollers, table distribution, gearednd overhead fixtures. Late make,
No. 2167. Eclipse. Seven
column new.
vibrated rollers, front fly delivery, air No. 2157. R. Hoe & Co., Three Rev- - quarto, hand feed, four and eight No. 2166. Brown & Carver, "Ossprings, hinged roller frame, back up.jolution. Seven quarto, two form
pages with trimmer.
wego." Power, 38 inch, automatic
trip, four tracks, box'ers, rack and pinon distribution. ..No. 2169. Dexter. Four and eight clamp, treadle, with extra knife. Pracframe, base plate, Lide steam and over- springs, box frame, base plate, side page, seven quarto, attachable to rear
tically new.
head fixtures.
steam and overhead fixtures. A very delivery press.
JOBBERS.
No. 2123. C. B. Cottrell Sons & Co., fast press for newspaper work.
No. 1946. Dexter
Roll.
We have 15 or 20 good late
Drop
No. 3, Two Revolution.
Size bed 27x No. 2161. Potter, Two Revolution Periodical and
Xewpaper Folder. date jobbers and if you will advise as
39, size type matter 22x35, four rollers, Seven quarto,
four form rollers, Takes a sheet 40x54 down to 25x38 and to size, will take pleasure in making
table distribution, geared vibrator roll.,table distribution, tapeless rear
sizes. Delivers in
No. 2158.
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"THE CLOWN DESCENDED FROM THE ESTUFA
And Kept Everyone Guessing and Gas ping. They Were Devilish
Cha ps."

Looking

p

arrangements to go to Santo
Domingo even a day ahead of tflie day
of festivities. Those who went Wednesday were in time to see the pueblo
lit up at night and to hear the din
and see the crush which are parts ot
every fiesta of this character. Booths
sprang up, devices more or less gambling in character, followed in tiheir
wake, the pink lemonade man took
his stand, and the master of the
"baile" erected 'his spacious tent and
had his tickets in readiness, three for
a quarter. There was evidently plenty of business to keep every one busy
and excited. The crowd drank soft
drinks, danced and made merry, for
on the morrow the fiesta would be in
made

full swing.
Sun Worshipers Out.
By sunrise the Indians, who are sun
worshipers, were out on the Ihill tops
with their prayer sticks.
Those acquainted with Indian customs know of the prominence that
feathers hold in the religious and so
cial ceremonies of the red man. Par
ticularly among Navajos and Pueblo3
are these plume emblems believed to
have the utmost efficacy for good or
bad.
All about any pueblo town may be

seen carefully whittled sticks, each
with a tuft of downy featlhers, generally white ones, hound at the top of
it. They are prayer sticks, and are
quite as curious a the prayer wheels
of Burma, and the paper prayers of
the Chinese. The feather, stick, and
manner of tying the feathers- vary according to the nature of the prayer.
The Indian who wishes to ask a favor
of tine "Trues" prepares his feather
prayer with great secrecy. Then taking it to a proper spot, he prays to
those above, and planting his stick
leaves It to continue hi3 petition.
The Santo Domingons observed the

with many of the sightseers from this
and other cities.
But the Santo Domingo .dancers, a
hundred or more, kept steadily at
their paces, and neither fire nor water
lessened their dexterity nor marred
the expression of reverential awe that
seamed their dusky countenances, and
lent an affect to the dance whidh
makes the word "dance" almost inap

propriate.

Mr. Crandall

Interviewed.

Superintendent Crandall was the
generalising on the job" vesterdav.
When he arrived at the pueblo, the
jefe politico and the governor of the
pueblo a3 well as the governor of the
pueblo of Cochiti greeted him warmly, and remained with him most of
the afternoon, riding around some
where on Superintendent Clark's motor car.
The Indian governor had many matters of state to discuss with Mr. Crandall and he discussed them, between
puffs from Turkish cigarettes furnished His Excellency.
Later Mr. Crandall introduced the governor, the as
sistant governor and the political
chief to Mrs. Georee Cabot "Ward.
whose husband was formerly acting
governor of Porto Rico and to her
party. Mrs. Ward erreatlv nleased the
governors and chief3 by addressing

tnem in pure Casti'.ian.
Mr. Crandall walked all over Wie
pueblo and put several gamblers out
of business and told the political chief
that it would be bad form to allow too
many games of chance on the grounds.
He complimented the Indians on their
successful fiesta and when he left the
village he wa3 greeted affectionately
in farewell by his friends, the Indians.
.

If you are In neeft or anything,
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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COTTRELL SIX QUARTO TRIUMPH WITH TABLE
DISTRIBUTION
We have boxed and ready for Shipment at El Paso Texas a six
column Quarto Triumph Cottress Press as shown above.
This press is the late up to date pattern the same as being built
the
Cottrell Ccmpany today. It has table distribution, air springs,
by
tapeless delivery, patent hinged roller frame, side steam and cone
overhead fixtures and will be supplied with cast rollers, extra cores
This press is practically as good as new and we will guarantee it so.
Price F. O. B. cars El Paso, Texas, $850.00
Act quickly as the press will be shipped
time basis, or for spot cash $750.00.
to Dallas if not sold immediately.

VENNEY PRINTERS SUPPLY COMPANY,

TYPE
PRINTERS'
MATRRIAI.
SUPPLIES

PRINTING, BOOKBINDING, FOLDING

M A CHINERY
150

out

ivay

St- -

Dallas Texas.

SOUTHESTERN

AGENTS

THE
SEYBOLD MACHINERY
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Congressman D. R. Anthony blames
The Clayton Citizen calls attention
to a condition which will be promptly the Kansas City Star and the Topeka
remedied when New Mexico becomes Capital for the insurgent victory in
a state, for the public schools will Kansas. This is, even though nothTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
at least a tribute to the powthen be muniliceni ly endowed by ing ci-FRANK P. STURGES,
t lio
er
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
of
Citizen:
press.
nie
Uncle
tain. Says
Vice Fresident.
Editor and President.
"'it lias be n stated in the papers
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r
that there votiM ! a scarcity of good
Notice for Publication.
fall in Union county. Not Coal Land
03873
teachers
this
PostofSee.
Fe
Santa
the
Entered as Second Class Matter r.i
This is net at all surprising consider- Peios Forest Reserve.
$3.50 ing Mie way the teachers are treated, Department of the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
Interior,
25
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
carrier
week
2.00 li is made obligatory that they attend
by
Daily per
year
Weekly,
pei
which is quite expensive,
July 12, 1910.
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
1.00 the institute,
.
months
five
made
for
65 Weekly, six
contracts
are
also
after
is
Notice
mail
that Prudenhereby
given
month,
by
Daily, per
50 nion'hs at a fair
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
salary, both tennlcj0 Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who,
Daily, per year, by mail
and salary ue cut down, and in many!on July 12, 1905, made homestead en- COUNTY.
FE
instances
the teachers are even then try (serial 06873), No. 8396, for SW
SANTA
CF
PAPER
OFFICIAL
unable to collect what is due them. 1.4 SE
SE
SW
Sec. 3,
1. Is sent to
!n one instance we know of, the teach- - nV
NE
NE
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
Sec.
NW
and growing c'rculatl.)
er after being engaged for five months in, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
every postotfice in the Territory, and has a laree
was m. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in
at $15 per month, the salary
of the Southwest.
among the intelligent and progress ive people
cut down to $nn, the teacher taught tention to make final five year proof
one month and has never received any to establish claim to the land above
There is evidently described, before register and receiv
pay whatever.
er at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 25th
something wrong somewhere.'
day of August, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses
CARDINAL GIBBONS ON DIVORCE.
There has been much favorable comGUARANTEE OF THE REPUBLICrestino Ribera, Manuel Sandoval,
Gibbons
Cardinal
feelingly
the
on
with
ment
speaks
certainty
PEOPLE
lately
CAN PARTY TO THE
Ramon
Quintana, Crescencio Roibal
crimof the divorce evil, which, he sees which Great Britain punishes its
OF NEW MEXICO.
all of Pecos, N. M.
Crip-peif
it
Doctor
inals
but
'permits
is growing to enormous proMANUEL R. OTERO,
The pledging o all delegates to the clearly,
to escape, even though guilty, bein this country; such proporportions
elected
Register
convention,
cause of some survival of a medieval
constitutional
in the New Mexican, of
tions, indeed, as almost to constitute technical rule of procedure,
(Published
this
from the ranks of the Republican a national scandal.
should pave the way for a radical re- Santa Fe, N. M.)
which have vision of criminal
As to the causes
party, to the adoption of a safe, sound
procedure. There
Neve Mexrea.. Frlntlng Com
t'h
and fundamentally simple constitu- brought us to our present condition are many rules, even in this country,
mind in regard to divorce, imbedded in tradition and fortified by any has on hand a large supply ol
of
national
preand
will
which
guarantee
tion,
the eminent churchman did not speak; precedent, that have outlived their uads and tablets suitable for .school
serve to all the people of the proposed nor was it necessary,
perhaps. The reason and their usefulness and should work, the desk, and also for lawyer
new state all of their civil, political vital thing is that we have arrived make
way before modern logic. Safe- nid merchants: good everywhere. Wi
and religious rights, and which shall at a state that amply justifies Cardinal guards that, were thrown around legal will sell them at 5 cents in book form
facbe sufficiently broad, expansive and Gibbons when he ?ays: "We are
procedure a hundred and more years
civilizaof
the
question
gravest
ing
ago in order to assure the doing of Notice of Restoration of Public Lands to
legisinsure
and
flexible to authorize
tion." Rightly he says that we have justice, may have been vital and im- Settlement find entry. Pepiii'tnient of the
General Land Iflice, Washington,
best
secure
to
the
lation necessary
come as a people to think so little of portant in their lime but it should be Interior,
May 31, 1910. Notice Is hereby given
!.(',
its
classes
that
tlint
all
the
publje lands in the following desthe noble rite of matrimony
welfare of the people of
a more generally accepted maxim at
cribed areas which were excluded from the
are
and
duties
hardly
responsibilities
law that when a reason for a rule no
National Forest, New Mexico, by proand conditions.
considered at all; the main motive, longer exists, that rule should pass clamation of the President dated April 20,
1910. if not otherwise withdrawn, reserved,
and one that we have come to think out of existence.
or appropriated, will by authority of the
SUFFICIENT POPULATION.
Interior be restored to t he
all sufficient, is selfish desire and graSecretary of the on
public domain
August on15. 1910, and beBy the time New Mexico is admitted tification. Well may Cardinal Gibbons
to
come
and after that
settlement
subject
Denver
the
Times
Recently
passed
but not to entry, filinpor selection unto statehood next year, it is confident- "pray for the time when men and into new hands and Denver now hag a date,
14
til on and after September 1910, under the
women may be persuaded to underusual restrictions, a the United States Land
ly expected that it will have 400,000 stand the seriousness of marriage." conservative evening paper, enterpris- Otllceat
Santa Ke. New Mexico: In T. 18.
9. that part of Sees. 1, 12, 13 and 24 East
inhabitants. Of all the states admit- Nor does the cardinal paint the evils ing but free from the taint of sen- ofK Grant,
that part of the N.K. Vi Sec. 25
a place among the North andandKast
of Grunts; in T. 18, R. 10,
ted since the Union was founded, Ok- of divorce too strongly when he says: sationalism, taking
5
Sees.
8,
Sees. 17,18, and that
to
children evening papers, such as the Denver part of 19, 20 Inclusive,
little
the
"Ponder
helpless
30
and
North of Grant ; in T, 19,
exceeded
one
that
the
is
lahoma,
only
has
the
4.
Republican
R.
10.
among
Sees. 5, and that part of 6 and 7 not
morning
of these homes destroyed by divorce.
Grant Sees, 8 and 9; that pRrtof the West
that figure, while states like Ohio Instead of love ruling their hearts and journals. The Times will henceforth be in
half of T 20, R. 10 not in Grants: the West
as many people lives, hatred is sown there. The fath- a power to be reckoned with politi- half of T. 21, R. 10; in T. 22, R. 10, that part of
had only
Sees. 31. 32 and 33 South of Grant; all North
The fol- er goes one way and tlhe mother an- cally and otherwise in Colorado, for and
when they were admitted.
Kast, New Mexico Principal Meridian.
inafter
the
chilis
number
of
it
newspapers that Warning is hereby expressly given that no
all,
lowing table gives the
other, never to meet again. The
will be permitted to gain orexercise
person
Viaf
In
PvnM
Tollnxr
innmnlicm
habitants, each state had when ad- dren are left without an anchorage.
any right whatever under any settlement
after April 20, 1910. and
fluence
at
for
to
because
at
oroccupation begun 1910,
the nearest census and it They know not to whom
mitted or
appeal
they are taken
and all such settleprior toAuBUStU,
'
will be seen that West Virginia, Wash- affection. They turn to their father, their word.
ment or occupation is hereby forbidden. S.
V
Commissioner
Assistant
of the
Proudfit.
their
and
to
learn that he hates
mother;
ington, South Dakota, Wisconsin
General I and Office. Approved May 27, 1910:
Maine are the only states that ap- they turn to their mother to learn, .. Poor, blind Senator Gore of Okla- FRANK PIKRCK, First Assistant Secretary
of the Interior
proached the 400,000 figure within and to have it seared into their minds homa is having (his brief day of sen- measurable distance. In the case of and hearts, that she hates their fath- sa.tional notoriety. Owing to his piti-- l
the southern states mentioned, the er. Their lives are blighted in the able infirmity, people have been len-- j
slaves are included in the population bud. How can we expect them to ient in judging him for his idiosyn-- j
men and cracies and have gone so far as to
figures. It will be noted, for instance, work into true and tender
we
can
them to ascribe his radicalism to genius, but PLAZA
How
women?
SHOP
expect
was
after
it
Colorado
four
that
years
lives
do
with
than when he insinuates and intimates that
else
their
anything
admitted had several thousand inhabihave done?"
the Vice President of the United
For i9 year? the only
tants less than New Mexico had ten their parentsvoice
of a venerable man States sought to bribe him, the comIt is the
years ago:
first class tonsorial parlor
a man old in years and miseration for him turns to contempt,
376,688 that speaks
West Virginia
in Santa Fe.
in wisdom; one who does not see "as and the wonder grows why a great
349,390
Washington
a glass darkly," but with the constituency should send a freak to
through
OUR NEW FITCH
.
..328,808
South Dakota
vision of the scholar and life- the United States Senate to represent
TREATMENT
Wisconsin (four years later) ..305,391 rapt
Christian, who would point earn- it.
298,269 long
Maine
and
happiis guaranteed to cure, (not only
estly to the ways of peace
276,749 ness.
Utah
The warning he voices is a sol"As
to
date
is
the
of
relieve, Ddtndruff, falling hair &
it
admission,
250,099 emn
Minnesota
one, and no man of sense, churchWe also
certain that Arizona, if other scalp irritations.
reasonably
212,267 man or
Texas
not, can deny that as a people admitted at all under the
of
act
a
car
line
all the
enabling
ry complete
Michigan (five years later) ...212,592 we would do well to heed it.
now in force, will be a state by the
and
facial
hair
tonics.
Colorado (four years later) ...194,327
popular
The note that Cardinal Gibbons lhas
192,214 struck is the more to be heeded, for middle of next June. If a freak conIowa
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
be framed and adopt187,719 the reason that the fifty, years of this stitution should
North Dakota
ed and subsequently rejected by the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
147,178 churchman's
Indiana
ministry have been President and Congress, as we have
140,455 marked throughout by conservatism
Missouri
reason to expect it would be,
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
132,159 and moderation, and we must realize every
Montana
admission would be indefinitely de Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor vour
127,901
moved
was
Alabama
that he
by the layed It is not
deeply
probable that another laundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
122,993 peril he sees to the country in the
Nebraska
statehood bill would pass within the and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
tlhe
of
sacrament
107,206
of
Kansas
growing disregard
next ten years." Thus says the AriAll work is guaranteed; yocr
105,602 matrimony to speak so strongly and zona
Tennessee
socks are mended and buttons
Republican, and New Mexico
is
the
His
so
for
97,874
Arkansas
movingly.
appeal
sewed on you shirts, without
had better take heed.
California.
92,597 sanctity of the American home, for
extra charge.
87,445 in his wisdom he can see and realize
Florida
The
service is anxious to PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122
Idaho
84,385 that the American home is the founda- have forestry
within
settlers
the forest areas.
76,566 tion of the state.
Louisiana
It will encourage bona fide homea
75,448
Mississippi
steaders who will take up lands under
JUST A PLAY THING.
73,077
Kentucky
the
forest
homestead act. Such at
The Democratic leaders are like Mr.
60,705
Wyoming
least, is the statement of Chief ForFedof
the
Western
Moyer,
president
Illinois
65,211
ester Henry S. Graves, who is making
52,465 eration of Miners, in their attitude a personal inspection of western re.
Oregon
Ohio
45,365 toward the referendum. Mr. Moyer is serves. He insists that it is a miscon
42,335 a loud advocate of the referendum but ception of the aims of the forest, serv
Nevada, (40 years later)
kicked like a steer when his associa- ice to assert that it
fi
places hindrances
tion wanted to apply it to the in the way of settlement
ECONOMY IS NECESSARY.
within naThe great loss of population in the question of his own leadership, and tional forest boundaries.
eastern counties of New Mexico on ac- he defeated successfully in the conThe gross product of the mines vf
count of the drouth also brings with It vention, a motion to refer the matter
to the rank and file. Arizona in 1909 is valued at $42,94G,--'
a loss in property valuation for tax- of his
4u.
All this production came from
WHERE PRICES ARE
ation and that this loss will not be In Oklahoma too, the Democratic polimade up by gains in central New Mex- ticians have a smooth way of beating 52 mines and only 9 of these produced
LOWEST FOR
ico is manifest from such returns the referendum. Whenever they pass ore valued at more than a million dolQUALITY.
as have come in. San Miguel county, a referendum bill which would likely lars for the year. This goes to show
at
the
submitted
be
down
voted
when
that it is the extensive development
for instance, shows a loss of $197,712
in taxable property since last year. It polls they just stick an emergency of a few mines rather than the richmust be remembered at the same clause on it and it becomes operative ness of any given section or district
time, that the territory's tax rate for at once without submitting it. In other- that is accountable for the enormous
Olive Oil
words the referendum is onTy a play- wealth that has been piled up by sucthe ensuing fiscal year is twenty-fiv- e
per cent less than was last year's tax thing in the hands of smart politic cessful mining ventures.
The Ideal in Purity.
rate. This means economy in public ians.
The Democrats of Minnesota in
expenditures and the hope that the
There is complaint again that the their platform "deplore the weakness
territory will make good any deficit in
For those who want
Fe depot employes are not serv- and timidity of President Taft." Two
Santa
the cost of holding the constitutional
the best
same
years
these
Democrats
ago
"dethe
as
faithfully as
All ing the public
convention, should be dismissed.
we
the
Olive
plored
autocratic
methods
Oil,
of
One
this
week,
strongly
expects.
public
avoidnight
unnecessary expense must be
"SYLMAR" It is
California arrived at President Roosevelt who wa using
ed, employes should be few and the the train from
the
tremendous
forces
ofof
his
was
four
o'clock.
the first presfrom
high
bottled
The
locked,
depot
time during which the convention is
sta- fice to intimidate congress into doof California's Cho1n session might just as well be cut there were no conveyances at the
sing
natur- ing his bidding." It is pretty hard to
icest. Its purity is absodown to a month. The $100,000 appro- tion and when passengers who
please these Democrats, and consista
come
to
asked
wanted
town,
up
ally
to
lute. A more wholesome
is
inadequate
priation by Congress
watchman or some other employe, for ency is not one of their jewels.
two
elections
of
or more delicious Olive Oil
the
the
expenses
lay
town
would be impossible to
and of the convention unless the most the privilege of telephoning up
it
Cincinnati
has
364,463
inhabitants,
a carriage, he refused to unlock
so the census bureau announces.
rigid economy is exercised, and the for
produce.
inconis true that it is
Teiritory will not be in financial con- the door. It
There is no special significance in
ALSO CARRY
dition to pay for any extravagances venient for the depot employes to be that except that the second
largest
when
trains
station
belated
the
at
OF RIPE OLIVES
Into
to
LINE
for
debt
go
unless it is willing
city of Ohio is thereby shown to have
that purpose, which to say the least, come in, but it is a service that the many more people than all of New
would be inadvisable and discredit- railroad company owes the public and Mexico.
A comparison of that kind
it hurts the reputation of the company illustrates vividly
able.
the density of popas much as it hurts the town to have ulation, in the
great human hives of
occur.
above
to
like
the
incidents
The editor of the Silver City Indecity life in the east and middle westi
pendent complains that the constituOZ. the fourteen states admitted
tion of the United States has been
After a most spirited campaign, in
1858 and 1900, only two found
amended only fifteen times in almost
Curry
county the Democrats polled
a century and a quarter. He there- it necessary to draft new constitu-Uone- . a surprisingly small vote at the pri& COMPANY
The other twelve had adopted maries last Saturday, which goes to
fore opposes that kind of a constitution for New Mexico. He favors a sane and safe constitutions at the prove that the Democratic strength in
gutta percha fundamental law that start, the kind that is never out- eastern New Mexico is mien
can be changed every new moon.
grown.
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ho Oldest Banking institution in
fNew
Mexico. Established In 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

1--

4

1310.

FRAKK McKAKE, Assistant Casliier.

e,

4

5",

$150,000
80.000

general banking business in all its branches.
the most favorable terms on all kinds o'
and
coHaterai
security.. Buys and sells bonds an
personal
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sel
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer a
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms 1
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per ceai per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-inSafety deposit boxes Sor resst. The patronage of the
Transacts
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Loans money on
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PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service

in

the West

Large Sample

Room for Com-

Unexcel led

mercial Travelers

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

s

one-nint- h

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

T,a-w-

HOTEL

KERR'S

J. E. LACOME

BARBER

Proprietor
Commodious Sample
Long Distance. Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

I

&0

FIRST CLASS CAPE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

Wg Ar0

DO

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
vnn mill nnf Uva tn
snnnflr rpadv tn pat anrl
""ff" vu,vij i vut uuu jvu mil uvi UUIu IV
Our Increasing patronage is the
wait.
best
that we merit

rlU W

Serving

proof

lit

yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

SKA

H

o&tc

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

o.

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and coldi water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the Oity in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed,
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention
given to traveling
men.
Give us a trial If you want flrot elasswrvlee,'- '- "''."'."ZTT'.''

SAFE

WM GREGG

anDoGasparAve;

PrOp.

Sylmar

SPECIAL

l

during entire
month of

SALE"

pre-eminentl- y

JULY
1910

All Summer Dress Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
Laces, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
ALL ARE THIS SPRING and
Underwear.
SUMMER GOODS LA TEST STYLESand DESIGNS

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SEUGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

FULL

th

Hi S. KAUNE

1

I

PHONE 26

Mfewiae

CIKOER ALfe,

' angfested
eool and

WILD CHERRY,

V SANTA
L

orders feftrored

to the tMnty m soatrftyag

iaritis;

LEMON SODA, HtOfl BREW,
FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

ROOT BEER,

AH

I ft

KLONDIKE

FE BOTTLING WORKS.
HENRY KRICK.f PronrL.
rw

driafa mU from filtered water.

,

- -

nTTTTTrrm

((1

t

T

.

TthpftMaMSSndfai

SOFT DRINKS

.in

aUGUST 5, 1910.
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MELTS

a

J. I. Hill of Guthrie, Okla., is
Claire.

Bf&i&tf

'-s-

I
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LITTLE aNEASYofjfh
NOBANKA-CCOZfJVT?

2Q0 YEARS AGCone of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
per cent compound Interest and you had that $200 and the Interest,
each dollar Ml were a link In a chain, that chain would reach from New
'
,..
,.
York to San Trancisco . . . '
,;,
Money grows In our bapk if you will let it.

If

5

;

btrnk.
F. S. Speelman,

.

interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST

&

CO.

j

SURETY BONDS

j

REAL ESTATE

j

;

i

'

Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
See our attractive list before bvying.

O

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

Santa Fe, New Mexico

119 San Francisco

For full particulars call on or
address the above company

St.

Phone. Fed Eo. 189

ENTERPRISE TENT COTS

Ostermoor

Furniture-Dishes-Hous-

b

Furnishings

Tie Wagner Furniture and Undertaking
EXPERT EM B ALMERS

rh pa

all new and complete in every
detail our assortment of flies is larger

and more complete, than ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, arid everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTM AN; Come in and get next to our line and prices, Our prices ar lower
than ever before.

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.'

ANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

Jjgggfe

spot and Sept.
52

1--

5--

1--

$11.42

Ribs

Sept. $11.40; Oct. $11.97
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Aug. 5. Wool
higher;
territory and western mediums 22&1
221-2- ;
fine mediums 17Q20; fine 14
17.

Kansas City,

$4.257.25;

western

accompanied cows $2.755.00.
Mrs. Charles Catron
Miss Jose
and
her
Sheep
market,
Receipts, 3,000;
daughter,
.by
lambs
Muttons $3.754.50;
Grimshaw, returned last night from steady.
Santo Domingo, making the trip from $6.006.80; fed wethers and yearlings
La Bajada hill in t!he auto of T. Z. $3.505.00; fed western ewes $3.00
Winter as Mr. Catron's motor en- -' 4.50.
countered trouble.
Chicago, Aug. 5. Cattle Receipts
"Howard Waha of the local forestry 3,000.
Market steady. Beeves $4.90
offices will leave tomorrow for the
8.30; Texas steers $3.505.65; westserPecos forest, where he will run a
ern steers $46.75; stockers and feedies of base lines for use in the estl-- ; ers $46.25; cows and heifers $2.70
mating work to be done there this 6.60; calves $6.508.50;
summer. He will also survey the
Market
Sheep
Receipts 8.000.
boundaries of the forest." Alb
Native
strong.
$2.604.60; western
Tribune-Citizen- .
querque
$2.7o4.60;
$4.505.75;
yearlings
"Mrs. J. E. Hurley and daughter, lambs $4.507.15;
western $4.75
and
Miss Hildegarde, of Topeka, Kan.,
4.60; yearlings $4.5005.75; lambs $4.
Mrs. Frank Thomas, of Oklahoma 507.15; western $4.757.15.
City, are here for a visit to Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Kelly and daughter, Miss
Helen Kelly. They will be here some
t.me. The Hurleys formerly lived in
Las Vegas and have many friends here
who will be glad to learn that Mrs.
Hurley and Miss Mildegarde are to
make Las Vegas a protracted visit,
To check early colds or Grippe with "Preventieg"
while Mr. Hurley, who is general manmeans sure defeat fur Pneumonia. To stop a cold
ager of the Santa ie system, is en- with Preventics
is safer than to let it run and bg
to cure it afterwards. To be sure. Prejoying a vacation in Europe." Las obliged
cure
even a deeply seated cold, but
will
ventics
Vegas Optic.
taken early at the sneeze stage they break, or

i

i

mm
i

:

u-- 1

DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
On us for Information if you are in
can be better equipped by us in the doubt as to the", value of some toilet
matter of
soap, complexion cream, talcum or
tooth powder or any other toilet acSASH, DOORS AND BLINDS
We'll give it gladly and
cessory.
than by any other firm, and at a bet- honestly.
ter price too. Our goods will always
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
be found exactly as represented. Our
Like
reliability at all times is the founda of Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits
Cathartics, etc., should
tion of our reputation. A large stock formAmmonia,
a part of your vacation outfit. To
on hand. We would be pleased to get get the best,
get them here.
YOUR

you.--

BUILDINGS

order.

S
& Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

STRIPLING-BURROW-

Charles W. Dudrow

- TO

FRESH-EGG-

CREAM
Teleohone

S

&
No

AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection maae with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn' at 6: pL m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
try Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

MILK
14tf

Red

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
If you want anytnlng on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad.

PAY
amid

NIMt
l?e

Stop That Cold

head off these early colds. That's surely bettor.
That's why they are called Preventics.
Preventicsare little Candy Cold Cures. No Quin-hino physic, nothing sickening. Nice for tli
children and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
Jhilly, if you sneeze, if yon ache all over, think of
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
usual sickness. And don't forget your child, ii
MONEY AND METALS.
there is feverishness, nightor day. Herein probNew York, Aug. 5. Call money 1
ably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Sold in
6c
boxes for the pocket, also in 2Tc boxes of if
1
Mexican Preventics.
prime paper 5
Insist on your druggist giving you

MARKTUEPORT

N. Y. C.
110

3--

62

3--

Atch

96

S. P.
Reading 137
U. P. 162
Steel 67

Ill;

pfd. 114
New York,

5--

Preventics

3--

1-- 2.

$4.404.50;

REMEMBER

THE GR.EATE.ST ENEMY
TO CLOTHE.5
.SATISS ?3oTToN.
FACTION
COTTON WAS BEEN THE
CUR.SE or THE CLOTHE-BUJINE-5-FIFTY
FoR,
YEARS. BIG AND LITTLE MANUFACTURERS
HAVE BEEN UNABLE To
RESIST THE TEMPTATION To CHEAPEN THEIR
BY CUNNING
OUTPUT
5

SUBSTITUTES

Aug., 5. Lead quiet,
copper quiet, standard

.

STRIPLING

BURROWS CO.

WIRE UP THOSE DARKSPLACES

aentsi ctp!,wS!' Gall
Santa Fe Water

THAT

COTTON PROVIDES
EVEN THE HONEST
DEALERS MAY BE VICTIMIZED BY THE FRAUD

GREAT PERFECTION
REACHED IN
THE COTTON IMITATION.
THERE ARE TWO WAYS OF GETTING ALL
PURE WOOL. LooK FOR OUR LABEL. WE
AGREE TO FORFEIT A DOLLAR A THREAD
FOR EVERY COTTON THREAD FoUND IN OUR
ROYAL SAMPLES.
NO ONE HAS EVER DARED MAKE SUCH A
STATEMENT OR PROPOSITION.
THE RoYAL
TAILORS MAKE IT IN THEIR ADVERTISING
IN ALL AMERICA.
THE OTHER TEST IS THE WELL KNOWN
CAUSTIC SoDA TEST. No OTHER TAILORS
IN ALL AMERICA WILL EVEN DISCUSS THE
HAS-BEE-

N

TEST.

WE NOT ONLY DISCUSS IT BUT WELCOME IT.
PRICES FROM $18.00 To 40.00.

W. N. TOWNSEND
CLARENDON
GARDEN
R V. BOYLK Mgr.

&

CO.

"j

Light Company
r

PANSY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARK SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White vVyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning
EGGS FOR
CL&REBDON

POULTRY

YARDS

HATCHING.

24 Hour Elebtric Service
S

THIS SIMPLE TEST

e.

1--

dollars 44; Amal.

la

silver

$12. OS'S 12.25;

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RieS.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 5. Wheat Sept.
103- Dec. 106
Corn Sept. 63
Dec. 60
38
Oats Sept. 37
Pork Sept. $21.40;? Oct. $20.77
Oct.
Lard Sept. $11.5557

western steers

Tribune-Citize-

Everything in Hardware.

;.

LIVESTOCK.
Mo., Aug. 5. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
4,000,
including 2,000 southmonth.
'
"Mrs. E. McQueen Gray, wife of the erns; market, steady to strong. Native
steers $4.508.00; southeren steers
president of the territorial University,
Tou-ze- l,
$3.505.25; southern cows $2.25
Miss
her
sister,
by
accompanied
this
morning 4.25; native cowb and heifers $2.25
arrived in the city
from California and will remain here 6.75; stockers and feeders $3.006.25;
for some little time.' Albuquerque bulls $3.004.50; calves $3.507.50;

i

CO.
Jf

i

j

Notice our
Windows

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

Santa Clara to remain until after the
August ceremony on the 12th of this

Establishment,

J

Our Line is

of

Freri-Marecc-

ftlattresses

COME IN AND GET
Wl'JH HIM
TO VOUll
BE
WILL
IT
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

.

j

j

J. O. Miller, registrar of the New
Mexico College of Agriculture and Me- chanic Arts, is up from Mesilla Park
to visit his brother Assistant Terri-- :
j
torial Engineer Charles D. Miller.
Sheriff Silviano Roibal of Chamita,
is in town on legal matters. He is enjoying a novel experience for a peace
officer, of being restrained by an injunction from serving process in a certain case.
Mrs. Herbert Parsons, wife of one
rf Vom VnrV'o TJpnnhlican fnnsTPSS.
men, is in Santa Fe for the purpose
of visiting the cliff dwellings and
Mr. Parsons may
dian villages.
come out later.
F. W. Henry, treasurer of the Archaeological Institute for Colorado, with
Mrs. Henry, accompanied " Director
Hewett and Dr. McCurdy to the Rito
de los Frijoles camp today to remain
for some weeks.
of the
Miss Barbara
School of Archaeloogy, accompanied
Mrs. I. H. Rapp to the corn dance at
Santo Domingo and returns today to

I

I

v

j

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINSJN BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

yu

IS

1

INSURANCE

B.YC

ra-Tjn.Lu-

y.u

j

j

some
neet
other
few
a
and
tackle,
We've
supplies.
got 'em all, everything
that you need. Just call at our store and
talk to CUR MAN WHO KlvOWS, Ye ill be gled to
tell you the best bait, the right flits, arc' f rthirg eke
you wish to know.

If you

Kvi

Pueblo, Colo.,!
traveling freight agent of the Missouri
Pacific system, spe.it yesterday in the
capital.
Prof. George Grant McCurdy, the
noted scientist of Yale, is at the Pal-- :
ace hotel.
He returned from Santo
i
Domingo yesterday.
Charles E. Michael, the well known
real estate dealer has returned from
Chicago where he went on real estate
business.
He will tell of his work

Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank!

We pay liberal

JMSTQL"
lor

William Burns of Los Angeles, is a

Mrs. F. K. Daniel, a tourist of Denver, is in the citv.
.1. W.
Ridse, a Louisville hardware
salesman, is at the Palace.
Dion Geraldini, of Chicago, is visiting Mentis near the city.
(!. Davis, a shoe sale-ma- n
of Chicago, is calling on the trade.
A. L. Sailors, a drug salesman from
Kansas City, is calling on the trade.
Mr. and Mrs. T. II. Jones of Pueblo
Bonito, are registered at the Coronado
hotel.
Miss True, the well known teacher
of Indians, is here from Pajarito
ranch and is registered at the Palace.
Judge Ira A. Abbott left this after-- ,
noon for Albuquerque to hear a num-- i
ber of cases in district court there.!
Attorney J. Frank Curns has left for
his home at AVagon Mound, Mora
county, where he is cashier of a new

the

4T

is

sightseer in the city.

Mw

mm??

60IN' FISHIN' MR. SPORTWAN?

at the

leather salesman,

a

Jones,
at the Palace.

fefes4

u

nrDCfum mcmtkim

L. P.

at
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Republican candidate for governor,
Sloan Simpson, left but a trifling ma- CHEAP
ROUND TRIP
jority to Governor Campbell, and a Republican went to the Senate from this
RATES
district. While the political situation
at present is too clouded to permit
blood purif.er, for it is the much
TO ALL POINTS VIA
Any system that needs a tonic needs also
prognostication it is possible
weakened and impure condition of the circulation that is retonsibla for the run that similar surprises may await the
of pure, rici Democratic
down state of health. We have only to recognize the ixpo-'.tcamp this year. All this
Wood in preserving health, to realize the danger of a weaksusd or impure circuit is .said to
be due to the prohibition
tion. Deficient blood nutriment weakens the systen, and it can not resist diseap issue.
feeiir.g, the aplike a strong robust constitution. First the body has a, v.orn-ru- t
is br.d, etc. If the conditiois
Effective June 2nd, 1910
petite U fickle, energy begins to flag, the digestion
Is not corrected a': this stage more serious results are sure to follow, and someS.
S.
8.
result.
Nature's
tonii;:
js
time a long debilitating spell of sickness is the
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
made of roots, herbs and barks. It is not a nerve stimulant, but a medicine tl ir.
the
and
of
enriching
builds
by
ths
cleansing
system
every
up
portion
steadily
ASBURY PARK
Palace.
blood, and in this way supplying an increased amount of nourishment a. i
$73.70
S.
S.
overstrained
S.
the
to
Quiets
of
the body.
resi3tlve powers
every portion
J. W. Ridge, Louisville; Dion
BOSTON
$77.95
nerves, improves the appetite, tones up the stomach and digestion, and thoroughly
Chicago; F. W. Reid, Los Anenriches and purines the blood. S. S. S. is a real tonic1 because it is a real blood
CHICAGO
A.
L.
A.
Otto
geles;
Sailor,
Mayer,
$50.35
purifier. S. S. S. contains no harmful mineral andS. persons cf all ages can use ii Kansas
S. S. for your tonic this yeai
City; A. Smith, St. Louis; DETROIT
with the same beneficial results. Be sure to get
Mrs. F. K. Daniel, Denver; G. Davis,
do not accept anything in place of it; there is nothing el33 "just as good"
$6035
S. S. You will find it all that is claimed for it.
Chicago; F. L. Edminster, Alamosa; HOT SPRINGS
GA.
$44.60
TEE SWIFT SPECIFIC) CO., ATLANTA,
L. P. Jones, Ben Spitz, Kansas City;
Prof. George Grant McCurdy, New KANSAS CITY
$35.35
Haven, Conn.; Miss True, Pedro, Baca,
dresses were made by A. A. Jones, Pajarito Ranch.
ST.
LOUIS
$44.35
'S
.loh 11 D. W. Veeder and others.
Claire.
NEW YORK
$75.15
POLITICAL PASTURES
Fred L. Gay, Los Angeles; O. H. de
With Ralph C. Ely in the constituM.
L. Wunder,
tional convention, Luna county will la Gardin, Illinois; Mrs.
12 Hour
have a representative who will be Denver; J. I. Hille, Guthrie, Okla.; F.
DAYt lGHT TRAINS
Last evening at Las Vegas,
heard from, who will be of weight in D. Petershagen, Missouri; J. C. Wil- Curry and Hon. V. O. Soule of the council of the leaders. Candidate her, Tonopah, Xev.; F. S. Speelman,
BETWEEN
North Dakota, addressed a Republi- lO'y is not a "Me Too"
t
proposition, for Pueblo; Gus H. Pollock, Chicago.
can rally.
ho is a leader among men and Luna
j
Gregg's.
county will do itself proud to send
Mrs. Herbert Parsons, New York
&
The Democrats of Dona Ana county him to the constitutional convention.
H.
J.
Herzstein,
Albuquerque;
City;
will houd their county convention on
Philadel- The official returns of the Demo- Mr. and Mrs. H. Herzstein,
August 20 at Las Cruces, the same
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
A. Jones, Springfield, 111.;
James
phia;
cratic primaries in Curry county show
clay as the Republicans,
L.
that Editor T. J. Mabry, aged 25 years William Burns, Los Angeles; H. Al- a. m. Daily.
El Paso; W. A. Cassman,
Next Tuesday evening, the Social- of Clovis, received the highest num- Harris,
Monte
A.
J.
Bond,
Vista,; For information
ists of Chaves county will adopt a ber of votes, 4S6. He is a radical but buquerque; H.
regarding freight
Westbrook, Mcintosh;
Colo.; H.
platform and nominate four candi-dale-- s even if he should be elected he will Charles
R. Easley, Eslancia.
and passenger rates etc. call
for the constitutional conven- iVel so lonesome in the constitutional
convention that no harm wil ensue.
Coronado.
tion.
at city office, Laughlin Block
J. W. Childers, aged 70, of Texico,
C. H. Perrin, Wlllard; Ross Liston,
477
next
the
votes,
highest Tres Piedras; Jay Hammond, Mcln- - j
This evening a political mass meet- polled
or Phone 145.
number. Both will therefore be the
tosh; Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Jones, Pueblo
ing will be held on the Las Vegas Democratic nominees
the
for
county Bonite.
mesa, near the postoffice of Mishawa-ka- .
unless the other four candidates can
Speakers from both parties are to establish the
L H GIBSON,
charge that has been
make addresses.
If
are in need of
j made, that
frauds were perpetrated at NewyouMexican Want Ad.anything, try
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
the primaries, which is very likely to
The Republicans of Lordsburg have have been the case.
chosen the following delegates to the
county convention at Silver City: F.
Editor W. B. Walton, incidentally
R. Coon, A. W. Morningstar, Dr. M.
E.
CO
for the Santa Fe, chairman
attorney
M. Crocker and W. F. Ritter.
of the Democratic central committee
and nominee for delegate to tine con- SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Last evening Rev. I. E. Seder of stitutional convention,
must
have
Otfers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
the
League, addressed a cnuckled to himself when, in describ-smal- l
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
at Silver City. He ing the Democratic county convention
meeting
and highly improved, $00.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
spoke in favor of incorporating a pro- at. Silver City, he wrote in the Silver
ideal homes ready for you.
hibition clause in the constitution.
City Independent: "The convention
was truly a convention of the people,
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
Fort Sumner precinct, Guadalupe for the leP'e and by the people.
We ai-- prepared to locate settlers on gov- RANCH NS,
RANCHES
LA RG IS
LARGK
eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- has chosen the following Re- - fect harmony prevailed," the machin-publican- s
men
are
AND
AND
Moneyed
needing
capital.
prises,
:
:
;
to the Republican county ery being so well greased that the cor- us.
to
with
SMALL
invited
SMALL.
correspond
.
I
t.. ir- - at rtf
j. ri
i.: .
on
vaa
lnn.rat.3
nnrQil'nn
i
cuiivciiLiuii at aaiiia nosa, pledged to
mice mnjcu ouu
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING I NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
support C. C. Henry for delegate to one company store keeper was putthe constitutional convention: W. H. tll!'cgh witihout as much as the batParker, Isaac Sandoval and J. H. thlS of an eye by the leaders. Poor
East Vaughn Republicans Democracy, to be sold out in its own
Keeling.
chose Celestino Sandoval and Patri- - 1)0me!
cino Garcia as delegates to the coun-- :
The Union Labor Party which or-tv convention.
'ganized at Albuquerque on Wedne3
James Daniel Whelan. editor of the (lav evening, adopted the following
'We, the laboring peo- Democratic Artesia
Advocate, an-- ; resolutions:
01
rnanno
candi-l'!l- e
county,
uenevinsj
not
he
will
that
a
be
jnounces
we
date for delegate to the constitutional that under existing conditions
convention. His announcement occu- -' wiil not be properly represented in the
TO
uie 3tate constitution,
a,IU"S
pies almost an entire page and indi-- !
work-in-s
to
theefore
0rselves
cates that he feels quite sore towards
l)letllee
and sapPort
nominees who will
Democratic
brethren in Eddy
promise to work and vote for the pass- counj.v
age of the following articles of law
tttt
tlhe state constitution." The reso- - Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
.
,
,
,
lutions contain the following articles
at Las Vegas to take a hand in the to be submitted to candidates: "To
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
constitutional election. The officers candidates for
to
the
constiMONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
delegate
are: H. G. Coors, president; Victor tutional convention
for the new state
C.
James
T.
O'Byrne of New Mexico:
Abeyta,
Evans,
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
We in
and George H. Hunker,
assembly, through proper organizaand all Foreign Countries.
Dr. H. W. Heymann, treasurer; tion, after due consideration,
hereby
Charles present to you our demands for recogW. G. Ogle, secretary;
REMITTANCES SENT BY
Ad- - nition and
assistant secretary.
Tamme,
incorporation into the
proposed constitution or laws, the
Direct primary law; eight
following:
hour labor law; a recall provision;
child labor law; arbitration law, proTjESBssgmssmE
viding for a joint committee consisting of three from the employer, three
from the employe and three from the
state; referendum and initiative; AusCsldradA
Assurance C&mpacy
tralian ballot system; labor department and commissioner; mining deDenver Coloracic.
partment and inspector of experience;
a judiciary absolutely free from politics; joint and equal taxation; employers' liability laws. Are you in
favor and will you support the incorporation of such provisions into tlhe
For Benefit of Women who new constitution or the passage of
Mew
6uch laws?" The following officers
Suffer from Female His
were chosen: Chairman, W. L. Cock-moCatron Block.
Santa Fe, N M.
vice president, E. A. Pinney;
Minneapolis, Minn. "I was a great
1
maiMwwiwwiftif
sufferer from female troubles which secretary, James J. Votaw; treasurer,
caused a weakness Charles LeFeber.
and broken down
NEAT ATTIRE
condition of the REPUBLICANS MAKE BIG
system. I read so
GAINS IN TEXAS.
much of what Lydia
E. Pinkiiani's Vcg.
etable Compound Day is Approaching When Lone Star
State Will Leave Its Democratic
had done for othei
suffering women 1
Moorings.
felt sure it would
help me, and I must
Houston, Texas, Aug. 5. The willsay it did help me ingness of men like Judge J. O. Terwonderfully.
Jiy
to immolate tlhemselves on the
pains all kit me. 1 rell,
of Republican politics, is gradualtar
and
within three mouths
grew stronger,
I was a perfectly well woman.
ally being seen in its true light. Judge
"I want this letter made public to Terrell formerly was a stout Demoshow the benefit women may derive crat with almost the entire field of
TFii.llilllii1lriiiijwiiii.iiiii.riiiiii
from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
opportunity open to him and
Mrs. JoiinO. Mo'loast political
Compound."
TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
2115 Second St., North, Minneapolis' for that reason his acceptance of the
Republican nomination for governor,
Minn.
Thousands of unsolicited and genu-in- e somewhat reluctant but none the less Take a pick with your eyes ehut and
testimonials like the above prove sincere, is causing a great deal of you'll get what you like. That re- Certainly helps a man along socially
g
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's timely comment and interrogation. fers to
and in business. There Is no
Vegetable Compound, which is made There is little doubt that Judge Tera
edal
to
has
the
fact
dress
that
exclusively from roots and herbs,
ANY LIVERY RIG
rell will be defeated at the coming
do with a man's success nowadays.
Women who suffer from those
ills peculiar to their sex should general elections, but that will not reeBaring this fact In mind, let us call
not. lose sight of these facts or doubt move the fact that the Republican that leaves these stables. They're all your attention to the fact that we are
the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's party in the state is gaining support up to date and any of them gives sat- now making to order the most stylish
Vegetable Compound to restore their in quarters where formerly it would isfaction. A drive drives away the Suits and Overcoats,, from selected
health.
not have dared to even look for it. blues. Try it and save
calling the fabrics, at a most moderate price.
I f you want special advice
As tlhe election of 1908 well demon
te
Perfect fit and finish guaranteed. New
to Mrs. Pinkham. at Lvnn. c.
strated, the large centers of popula. doctor.
samples have arrived.
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A REAL TONIC

Q
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PASSENGER SCHEDULE
(

21

Read Mown)

f
f
f

f

7
8
8
8
9
9

2 30
2 50

Iii effect March 1st 1910

30
20
35
50
10
35

0

.

.

JJJL
42
48

50

S

12
11
11
11
11
10

Preston

tv KoehlerJunetion

55

510

5 00
f 4 15
( 4 05
f 3 45
f 8 25
2 55

ViKil

3 55

4

lies Moines, N. M. ..Ar

Thompson
OunninRhum
Ai'.dlifton House N.M..r;Vl
"ii.v.
Knlon, N. M,....Ai-- i
A r.Cllfton H ouse. S. M.Xvl
Lv..oilfton House N' M.Ar

42

j

Koehler

5 on

50
6 08
5

76
82
S2
86
88
94

11

00
f7 08
f7 18
7 35

10

t'Oolfax

OS

.V;

00
37
37
20
00
40
61

Ger-aldin-

10

00
9 40

.

a

Il6"l0"

,Ar
I.v

Orrososo
.Cimarron
Cimarron

Ar

Ute Park N. M...Lv

Connectswlth E. P.I & S. W.
'oniici'ts Willi K. JfcS, W.
SStaae for Van Houten N, M,
S. Passenger trains
C.
NORTH ROUND:
No. 1, 4.48 a. m.
No. 7. 6 49 p. m.
11

HOTEL ARRIVALS

20

I'apulln

16
20
25
31

4 12
4 30

(Head Up)

STATIONS

Milt's

19

I.v
Ar

Nash
Harlan

42
25
55
47
37
8 20

9
9
8
fS
f8

0

train No. 121 arriving In Dawson, N, M. !u6:15p.
train No. 123 leaving Hawson N, M . at 9:55 a. m.
meets trains at Preston N. M.
arrive and depart from DeMoinos as follow:
SOUTHBOUND
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.

Ky,
Ky,

No, 2. 11.11 p, ill.!
S. K. By. at Raton and Preston with C. S. Ry. at
A. T.
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron .t Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Kayado

Track connection with

and Red Lakes, N M
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N, M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
P.aldy Black Lakes. Oerro, Klizabethtowu. Lobo, Questa. Raneuos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos ami Twining,
"ally. fKlag. tDuily except Sunday
E. J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
G. P. Ager.t,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
.

m

I

!ii
III

Centra

9

H

Fe

El Paso

j

j

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

-

System

East or West

!

the c.

Anti-Saloo-

HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

n

Per-count-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,

G.F.&P.
1

1

Vi

,

A.

Paso Texas.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

SUMMER

TOURIST RATES

All

j

Parts of the World.

jfr

VIA

n

-T-

O-

s;

ALL POINTS EAST & WEST
Liberal Limits and Stopovers

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

AT

NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
Or Union Depot.

TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Aaent

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
fiatbnal Uh

Tic

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of

the Southwest

SERGEftE. Manager for

Mexico.

j

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Gall up

'Phone S

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Bon Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSO

J3M

gain-sayin-

Summer Resorts
YOU KNOW That Ojo Calienta Waters ARE BEST;
it is just the time to take a little vacation. Why not go
up there while it is cool? REMEMBER "What cures

will prevent"

For rate3, address.

Manager.
OJO CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS, New Mexico.

i

wi

ih-.c-

have in recent years acquired a
for Republican politics which
no good for the Democratlc
party in the, state. In that year the

Shewilltreatyourletterasstrictlyition

SSpff-at

this way, free of charge?
hesitate write onc6.

-

lI-

-

WILLIAMS
310

1 RISING

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red

Julius Muralter, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenue
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PAGE SEVEN.

do so at
j the fair management should
REGULARS AND MILITIA
CAMP AT LEON SPRINGS. once, as the fair opens the first week
j ir
October, and thus, less than two
TenThousand Troops Assembled for ii.ionihs remain in which to get busy.
The management has now complet
the Annual Maneuvers in Texas
ed the official
lists, and
premium
General Albert L. Myer
j everyone who
wants a copy suould ap-- i
FURNISHED ROOM Modern conCommands.
veniences.
ply, at once, to the fair secretary,
Lady only. Apply New
B.
Mexican.
Albuquerque
McManus,
Austin, Texas, Aug. 5. Having con- John
offered in all
e
cluded their
active service Splendid premiums are
never ba
and
SPANISH TAl'CHT Call at the
this
year,
march, the troops stationed in the de- departments
inducements
New
attractive
such
Mexican for rati.-- and particu- fore
have
of
Texas are now encamped
partment
is
the
to
It
out
exhibitors.
been
held
lars.
Benigno M ini..
at Leon Springs, near this city,
to ungating in a series of ma- earnest desire to make this First Ex
FOR SALE A good, square Stein-wathe resources of the new
neuvers, said to he the biggest ever position of
For particulars Instate a complete and imposing one.
piano for
attempted. Including several militia and
at New Mexican office.
has not done
that
county
every
quire
organizations from this state and Aris urged to get in line at once
kansas, a force of about 10,000 men so,
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
This
year's fair wil be the biggest
has been brought together. For the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
New Mexico has ever
advertisement
purpose of testing organization methCo., maps and prices at Charles E.
Vi
ods the troops will operate in a body, had.
Michael, Real Estate.
""as"'
Ui
"
XJfcJW
Ul
while tactics will be tried out by diMORE PUMPING PLANTS FOR
viding them into Reds and Blues of
THE MIMBRES VALLEY.
TYPEWRITERS
about equal strength.
5.
K.
A. D. Pax
M.,
Deming,
Aug.
Cleaned,
adjusted and repaired. New
As far as the terrain
Leon
of
has
ton, a California
platents furnished. Ribbons and supSprings reservation will permit every let a contract, for orange grower,
the installation ot
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
liable condition likely to occur in
a
pumping plant
and rented. Standard makes handled.
capacity
actual warfare will be simulated, ion his
six miles east of Deming.
place
All
repair work and typewriters guar-- ;
river
though the absence of a large
Tf to AT.. I)o..ffl,.'r.
intn
antecd.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exor other body of water will make thibth
Mlmbres
Phone
Black 231.
change.
somewhat difficult in certain phases vallev.
I
In all other respects the reservation
Hiram Lucas and Harvev Tingle,
every kind ami description, now ownis ideal. In addition to tne 17,000 both of White
City, Texas, bought a
ed or hereafter acquired, in any wise
acres of the reservation itself, the section and a half of land twenty
or at any time belonging or appertainwar department has acquired the right miles south of
Deming. Improve-to use another tract of about 10,000 meius will begin upon this land at
ing to the railroad above described or
to any of such other lines of railway,
acres for its purposes, the whole of once. Big wells will be put down and
extensions or branches, now owned or
fering a terrain well suited to mimic ;l rge acreage put into crops next sea-- !
hereafter acquired by the Railway
warfare. Towards the south the res- son. Mr. Lucas will also put in a
or operation
Company, or to the
ervation takes the form of a plain lumber yard and store at Midway, a
thereof.
well furrowed with, creeks and draws, slat ion on the El Paso & Southwest-- j
while the northern part of it is very ern half way between Deming and
Also any and all locomotives, enhilly, some of the elevation being no Hermanas and near which the land is!
gines, cars and other rolling stork
now owned or hereafter acquired by
less than 2000 feet high. Parts of the located.
reservation are well wooded and oththe Railway Company, wheresoever
ers are open prairie and chapparal.
situated.
New
of
of
Mexico, County
Territory
Gen. Albert L. Myer, commander of
Also any and all rights, privileges,
Santa Fe. No. 6613.
the department of Texas, has taken
franchises, corporate or otherwise,
Pittsburg Trust Company, Plaintiff,
personal charge of the maneuvers, and
vs.
and immunities which the Railway
will be assisted by a large staff of line
New Mevico Central Railroad ComCompany now has or shall hereafter
and umpires, pany, South Side Trust
and militia officers
of
acquire, have or possess, in, to or in
Company
among the latter: Col. John L. Clem, Pittsburg, Charles C. Murray, Receivof the railroad above describ-- j
respect
assistant quartermaster general; Col. er of New Mexico Central Railroad
ed, or any such other lines of railroad,
Henry M. Andrews, First field artil- Company, Harry S. Friday, P. Arch
extensions or branches, or other prop-- '
lery; Lieut. Col. Francis H. French, beque, A. J. Apodaca, Andres Vigil,
erty now owned or hereafter acquired,
inspector general; Lieut. Charles H. Alberto Vigil, W. H. Sutton, E. B.
or pertaining to the use or operation
Clark, ordnance department; Maj. Al- Shreves, B. O'Laughlin, R. K. Durkan,
or enjoyment thereof,
len M. Smith, medical corps; Maj. E. Evers, L. M.
To secure the payment of $1,200,-Way, H. B. Calkins, W.
inClarence B. Dentler, Twenty-thir000.00 of first mortgage bonds of said
W. Richardson. Enimenio V. Garcia.
fantry; Maj. Charles H. Muir, Twenty-thir- Prudencio Garcia, V. Lovato, B. V.
Com- Albuquerque Eastern Railway
infantry; Capt. Joseph E.
W. H. H. Thomas, E. R.
pany, and to have said trust deed de-- j
Emerick,
commissary; First Lieut. M. Reel, P. Doddridge, A. Butterworth
clared a first lien on the property of
Churchill, Third field artillery,
the defendant the New Mexico Central
and Felipe Garcia Defendants.
First JLiieut. Samuel T.
In the District Court of the First
j Railroad
Company as will more fully
Mackall, Eighteenth infantry,
reference to complaint filed
Judicial District of New Mexico for the
appear
by
and Second Lieut. Erie M. Wil- county of Santa Fe.
in said cause, and that unless you
son Ninth infantry. The bodies, parenter your appearance in said cause
The said defendants, Harry S. Fri
ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS, DISTR1BU fORe, DENVER, COLORADO.
and
Twenty-seconticipating are:
on or before the third day of October,
day, W. H. Sutton, E. B. Shreves, B.
Twenty-thirinfantry, Third cavalry, O'Laughlin, R. K. Durkan, L. M. Way,
will be rendered
1910, judgment
Third artillery, Second brigade Texas B. H. Calkin, W. W. Richardson, B. inventories and other documents, and W. W. Richardson,
cause by default.
in
said
you
GarV.
against
Epimenio
depot grounds, station, engine and car
infantry. Third regiment Texas cav- V. Emerick, W. H. H. Thomas. E. R. all other property, real or personal, cia, Prudencio Garcia, V. Lovato, B.
The attornevs for complainant are
water stations,' Mann
alry, Second Arkansas infantry and Reel, P. Doddridge and A. Butter- - of every kind and description, now V. Emerick, W. H. H. Thomas, E. R. houses, warehouses,
and Venable, of Albuquerque, N.
Tnited States army quartermaster's worth are hereby notified that a com-- ! owned or hereafter acquired, in any Reel, P. Doddridge, A.
depots, machine
shops, M- and John s wendt, of Pittsburg,
Butterworth,
commissary, hospital and signal corps plaint has been filed against them to wise or at any time belonging or appits, offices, office buildings, pa
Felipe Garcia, and John M. Bloom, De- gravel
all
and
equipment,
organizations.
machinery, in-- 1
In witness Whereof, 1 have hereun-strumentgether with the New Mexico Centra! pertaining to the railroad above de- fendants.
mater- - j to set
Due to the delay of an order from Railroad Company, South Side Trust
tools,
implements,
or
to
my hand and seal of said court
of
such other line3
scribed,
any
In the District Court of the First
the war department authorizing Lieut. Company of
C. Mur- of railway, extensions or branches, Judicial District of New Mexico for ials, furniture, any and all other lands, at Santa Fe, N. M., this 28th day of
Charles
Pittsburg,
B. D. Foulois, the operator of a Wright
buildlngSj and flxtUres, contracts and July, A. D. 1910.
ray, Receiver of New Mexico Central now owned or hereafter acquired by
,
aU bookg of accountSf maps inveil.
aeroplane at Fort Sam Houston, to Railroad Company and others, in tha the Railway Company, or to the use or mecoumy or oama r e.
FRANK W. SHEARON,
(Seal.)
The said defendants, Ferguson Con- - tories and other documents, and all
put wheels on his machine, it will not District Court for the County of Santa operation thereof.
Clerk.
be possible to try it out during the Fe,
W. H. Sutton, E. B. other property, real or personal, of
L.
EWD.
Company,
tracting
SAFFORD,
Deputy.
the
By
that
Territory
enaforesaid,
Also
being
any and all locomotives,
maneuvers.
While the part of the court in which
said cause is pending, gines, cars and other rolling stock Shreves B. O'Laughlin, R. K. Durkan,
necesa
to
of
be
have
would
aeropiane
by said plaintiff, the Pittsburg Trust now owned, or hereafter acquired, by L. M. May, B. H. Calkins, W. W. RichB. V. Emerick, W. H. H.
sity a comparatively small one in Company, the general object of said the
ardson,
Railway Company, wheresoever
operations, owing to its many limita- action being to foreclose a certain situated.
Thomas, E. R. Reel, P. Doddridge and
that
New Mexico Military Institute
A.
Butterworth are hereby notified
tions, it was honed nevertheless
deed of trust given by the Santa Fe
fr g P.H-iU. f
I'gflg mt
Also any and all rights, privileges, that a
at leas: some of its features could be Central Railway Company
has been filed
complaint
in favor of franchises
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
corporate or otherwise, against them together with the New
studied.
said Pittsburg Trust Company, which and immunities
Weit Point rf th Southwert."
Th
which the railway Mexico Central Railroad
Company, 1
said trust deed was duly recorded in
Officers
Detailed by War Department
or
Army
now
hereafter
shall
company
has,
South Side Trust Company of PittsArmy Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
HERE AND THERE AND YONDER the recorder's office of Santa Fe coun acquire, have or possess, in, to or burg, Charles C. Murray, Receiver of
ty, Territory of New Mexico, on the in
' 1
s
"A."
respect of the railroad above de- the New Mexico Central Railroad m rax
23rd day of July, 1902, and duly re
railor
of
lines
other
such
scribed
any
Through Academic course, preparing young
not
go corded in Book "L" on the
Construction
Dominion
The denizens of Gallup need
record of way, extension or branches, or other Company,
men for college or for business life. Great
to the expense of visiting Venice to mortgages of said county on
Receiver
M.
W.
Fournoy,
Company,
page sev
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
see unique inundated streets. They en thereof, which said deed of trust property, now owned or hereafter ac- of the
Construction
Dominion
or
or pertaining to the use
of any Military School in the Union. Located
quired,
had all the wonderful peculiarities of was
District
in
others
the
Company and
given on the following describ operation or enjoyment thereof.
Ter--;
Venice in their own streets, July 29th, ed
Court
of
Santa
for
the
Fe,
on, the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
County
property,
To secure the first mortgage bonds ritory aforesaid, that being the court
except the gondolas.
spot of the West at aD e'evatlon of 3,700
All and singular the railroad, beof
Central
Santa
said
Fe
said
case
in
Railway
is
which
said
feet above sea level, suoshlQe every day. but
pending,
by
ginning at a point at or near the City
It is estimated that from eight to of
Company to the amount in aggregats plaintiff, Pittsburg Trust Company, the
ittie rain or snow during session.
New
Santa
the
where
Fe,
Mexico,
ten thousand of the whispering pines
'
VSi
of $2,000,000.00, par value and to have general object of sai action being a
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradurailsame
connects
with
of
Lne
the
d
dewhis-perein the Zuni mountains are
ates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
road operated into said City of Santa such trust deed declared a first lien foreclosure of a certain Trust Deed
American
the
month
by
every
Eastern
Fe by the Rio Grande and Santa Fe on the property of the New Mexico given by the Albuquerque
buildings, thoroughly furnished, beatad. light
Lumber Company of Albuquerque.
will Railway Company in favor of said
as
Railroad
Central
Company
Railroad
and running
ed and modern Ip all respects.
Companies,
At a recent baseball game between
more fully appear by reference to the Pittsburg Trust Company, which said
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
Santa Fe and Albuquerque teams the thence in a southwesterly direction to ffimnlaini
In CM nan go
And fnni. Anx
nlir Ala fm vannvA
Kenor
near
a
town,
at
the
of
point
fans seemed well pleased
G,
Bamllroa, Vice President; J. Phelps White.
that unless you enter your appearance
the 16th day of November, A. u.
W. M. Atkinson Secretary, aDd W
and called it a good game, but an old nedy, in the county of Santa Fe, at the in said court on or before the 3rd day j 0n
Treasurer;
1904 and duly recorded in Book "L"
fashioned fan was heard to mutter, crossing of the Atcnison, Topeka and of October, 1910,
a
ren
Flnlay
be
will
Santa
of
of
of
the
records
judgment
mortgages
"
"Backward, turn backward O time in Santa Fe Railroad, a distance of about dered
For particulars anJ Illustrated catalogue
against you in said cause by de- Fe county on page 4554 thereof, and
(23) miles; thence south,
Ify-Vi- if
your flight make me a child again, twenty-thre- e
j
on
fault.
address
executed
was
trust
deed
which said
tig..- put me in sight of a game where no in a southeasterly direction, by way of
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
The attorneys for complaint are the following described property, to-- .
pitcher decides the whole matter, but Estancia Lake, to a point on the lines
wit:
and
of
IsMann
fielder
and
Superintendent.
or
Venable,
Albuquerque,
of
Rock
railroad
the
is
by
doing
Chicago,
something
All and singular the railroa beginland & Pacific Railroad, and the El New Mexico, and John S. Wendt, of
batter."
Two traveling men sat together in Paso and Northeastern Railroad, at Pittsburg, Pa.
ning at a convenient point within the
a railway coach as it slowly approach- Torrance, in the county of Lincoln, in
In Witness Whereof I have hereun- limits of the City of Albuquerque, in
ed Gallup the day of tjhe recent flood. said Territory of New Mexico, a furth- to set my hand and the seal of said the County of Bernalillo and Territory
One of them who had intended to er distance of about ninety-fou- r
(94) court this 28th day of July, A. D. 1910. of New Mexico, and running thence
FRANK W. SHEARON,
stop there looked anxiously at the miles, and a total distance of about (Seal.)
through Tijeras Canon a distance of
Venice like streets. "Are you going one hundred and seventeen (117)
Clerk of the District Court. about forty-fiv- e
miles to the station of
to Gallup?" sleepily inquired the oth- miles in length, together with the apon
line of the Santa Fe
By EDW. L. SAFFORD, Deputv.
the
Moriarty
AND
er. "No," was the reply, "nor am I purtenances thereof.
in the county of
Central
Railway,
I
or
trot
walk; I presume
going to
Also, all the right, title, interest, es- Territory of New Mexico, County of Santa Fe, in said Territory, and a
shall have to swim."
branch of the same to be built from a
tate,
Santa Fe. No. 0615.
property, and franchises of the
An old .fashioned Albuquerque man
in
to
and
any
Railway Company, of,
Pittsburg Trust Company, Plaintiff, point on the main line of said Albu-- i
remarks,: "The feller who is always and all
vs.
querque Eastern Railway known as
lines,
telephone
telegraph
1910
sayin' 'Well, I can drink or I can let lines, road beds,
Com- Frost, about eighteen and a half miles ,
of
Mexico
Railroad
New
superCentral
way,
rights
me
it alone,' is gettin' so he makes
surto
the
of
from
South
Side
Trust
according
structure,
switches,
ties,
Moriarty,
rails,
Company
bridges,
pany,
as tired as the bore who is alway3
A SOLID WEEK OP RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
bolts splices, lands, de- Pittsburg, Charles C. Murray, Re- vey of said main line, to the coal
askin' me, 'Is it hot enough for you?' iron, chairs,
as
known
car
Railat
a
fields
and
Mexico
located
of
Central
New
ceiver
stations,
point
e
engine
grounds,
pot
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
Booze put one hundred and twenty-fivwarehouses, water stations, road Company, Dominion Construction Hagan.
thousand fellers under the ground houses,
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
turn-tabledepots, machine shops, Company, M. W. Flournoy, Receiver
Also, all the right, title, interest,
last year in this country, and every
GRAND
MILITARY DISPLAY
mother's son of 'em once said 'I can gravel pits, offices, office buildings, of Dominion Construction Company, estate, property and franchises of the
P.
and
all
FIRST
in
to
and
and
any
ANNUAL
machinery,
DOG SHOW
equipment,
any
Ferguson Contracting Company,
Railway Company, of,
drink or let it alone.' If they didn't
instruments, tools, implements, ma- Archibeque, A. J. Apodaca, Andres and all telegraphs, telephone lines,
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
they thought it mighty loud.
terials, furniture, any and all other Vigil, Alberto Vigil, W. H. Sutton, E. roadbeds, rights of way, superstructEYERY SPECIES OF SEW AND INSTRUCTIVE
and fixtures, con- B. Shreves, B. O'Laughlin, R. K. Durk- ures, bridges, rails, switches, ties,
Said a farmer who lives at Chapelle, lands, buildings
all
books
tracts
and
of
M.
B.
H.
Calkins, iron, chairs, bolts, splices, lands,
account, maps, an, E. Evers, L.
AMUSEMENT WILL BE PROVIDED
May,
"The summer 1j (hotter than well,
It rains nary drop(
THE C. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will fur-nis- h
It raise nary crop,
I even raise nary umbrell."
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THE FIRST STATE

FAIR

GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION
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ALBUQUERQUE
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ALBUQUERQUE FAIR WILL
BE NEW STATE EXPOSITION
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 5. The
and Thirtieth
big State Exposition
New Mexico Fair is rapidly drawing
near, and all prospective exhibitors!
who have not made arrangements with
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the down towa night attractions,
shows and sensational free acts.

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refusr-substitute.
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Minor City Topics
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(Continued From Page two.)
Sweet Peas, any shade at a populai
price, McConvery 415 Palace Ave.
No Show at the Elks theater until
Sunday. A new and complete change
Show at
of pictures on that night.
8:45.
The dance at the
Dance Tonight
public library tonight under the auspices of the Woman's Board of Trade
will be a social event of considerable
importance.
Montezuma Lodge A special communication of Montezuma Lodge, A.
F. & A. M., No. 1, will be held this
evening at eight o'clock to confer the
F. C. degree.
Donation for Catholic Church W.
H. Ketchem, director of the Catholic
bureau at Washington, is at Mesca-lero- ,
Otero county and gave $1000 for
the purpose of building a Catholic
church at Mescalero, on the Apache
Indian reservation.
There Was Enough Water Those
who have maintained that there would
not be enough water down the Arroyo
Hondo stream to fill the reservoirs
now being built by the Santa Fe Irrigation Company find that they were
mistaken for there was more than
enough water yesterday afternoon to
fill all of them.
Girl Killed Near Corona Margaret
Bledsoe, granddaughter of E. G.
Smith, near Cedarvale, Torrance county, was fatally wounded at Corona.
Lincoln county, by the accidental discharge of a Winchester that fell out
of the buggy in which she was riding with Mr. Smith and his mother.
The girl died two hours afterwards.
Roswell House Set on Fire by Sun
The new residence of Dr. C. T.
on Missouri avenue, Roswell,
had a narrow escape from total destruction.
The house was ignited by
an oiled mop that wa3 left standing
against the house. The sun beat down
on the mop, causing the fire, which
was extinguished by the department
after the rear wall had been burned.
The loss is fully covered by insurance.
Sunday Schools Demand Prohibition Clause The New Mexico Sunday
Schol Convention at Mountainair, Tor-- :
ranee county, this week decided that
all Sunday schools should work for
the insertion of a Prohibition clause
in the state constitution and adopted
the following resolution: "Resolved,
That the New Mexico Sunday School
Association, organized as it is for the
upbuilding of the moral and spiritual
life of the children and young people
of the territory, do hereby favor a prohibition clause in the constitution of
the new state."
Greek "Priests" Disliked Publicity
A foreigner who represented him-- :
self as a missionary collecting funds
for the Greek "Catholic" church called at the New Mexican office today
but when asked for his name and credentials to form an item for publication, he declined and left saying that

GROCERY AND BAKERY
WATERMELONS, STRAWBERRIES, CAN.
ALL KINDS OF FRESH
TALOUPES,
FRUITS, VEGETABLES etc etc.
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.
TRY OUR LEMON PIES.
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IMPORTED RAZORS aslowas
fine
razors
1000

will be placed on sale this week as lowas97c each.
the leading importers of razors in the United
CUTI.EKY CO., of KewYork City. Theyare
Li u
fl"vTHM-goods,
allhigh-grade secured a bisstoclcat a ridiculous ficrure.
which outs
imported
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Wade & Butcher No. ISO
Ben HurNo. 107
Your choice
Woitenholm i. X. L. No. 148
Woatanhoira Pipe No. 1i9
fihe-- e
Brandt No. lOO
No. 116
Roger
Elue StcelNo. 117 ) IC.50 Razors
Also a few rery high priced razors highly polished, and
finished, to go at half price.
$1 47 I S3.50 Brandt No. 113, $1.77
iXX Brandt
k- - itn'fo
Na. !!
112. Sl.7 I sa m
Brandt's Best No. IIS, reSular price $5.00 ourcrico $2.37 each
AU razors are full hollew ground, and set leady ior use.
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The Brandt
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ii;e only razor strop in the world that lioncs and
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edge which only an experienced barber can give. The Brandt Self,
honing Razor fctrop will put a keener edi;e on a razor with fewer
strokes than any other razor strop. GoARANTFKD never to become hard or glossy. Special -a $2.00 Brandt Safety Razor and
Brandt Shaving Brah for
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he did not represent the Roman CathCOOL-KE- EP
olic church, nor had he anything to do
with its clergy in Santa Fe or anywhere. It is said that several Roman
Catholics here gave money to the foreigner or his associate who is in the
When tired, warm or run down, shake
city thinking that it was for the Catha
tA l MAoWttL I in the tub when
informWell
olic church in Greece.
BATHASWEET softens and perbathing.
recall
that
will
ed Catholics, however,
fumes the water i nstantly. 25 baths in 25 cent can.
the Council of Baltimore has decided
A
that no religious may collect funds for j
BATCHELLER IMPORTING CO.. :: NEW YORK
the Roman uatnonc cnurcn in a uio- cese without the permission of the
bishop or archdiocese of the diocese
on the outskirts of the city, and the
and of the pastor in charge of the BOY BURGLAR THINKS
SENTENCE A JOKE. testimony implicated the son of the
parish..
proprietor of the store.
The proLaughs as Judge Garrigues Sends prietor's son was not with the NewINSISTS THAT MISS
man boy after nightfall; but, suspectHim to Reform School Store
LENEVE IS INNOCENT.
Robbed by Youthful Crook.
ing something the next ay, He sugRoselle, X. J., Aug. 5. "The infatuGreeley, Colo., Aug. 6. Laughing as gested they take a swim. While Newman was in the water young Peterson
ation of Ethel Clare Leneve and Dr.
though it were a joke,
searched the pockets of his companthe
lhad
to
with
do
nothing
Crippen
in the district court told
disappearance of his wife. I am sure Judge J. E. Garrigues every detail of a ion and secured the evidence which
led to the trial in the district court.
of that, and I was intimate in their
in which he particpated a
home life. If he killed Belle Elmore, robery
month ago, and for which the court
it was in a fit of ungovernable temIf you are in need 01 anything, try
him to the reform school.
Sentenced
Belle
per over some petty quarrel.
of J. F. Peterson, a New Mexican Want Ad.
was
that
store
The
was never jealous to my knowledge,
tier husband admired her, took pains
to serve her smallest wishes and was
genuinely fond of her. I believe Ethel
Leneve came into the story later." .
Such is the opinion of Mme. Fred
Ginnett, a friend of Crippen, who has
just returned to her home here after
identifying botlh Crippen and his companion at Quebec.
An associate with Belle Elmore in
the London theatrical benefit society,
of which they were both officers, Mme.
Ginnet was among the first to distrust
the death notice of her friend appearing in the London papers. She suspected a hidden tragedy and, although
in this country, her activity in forcing her suspicions on the London police was largely responsible for the
investigation set on foot by Scotland
Yard.
Despite the reports of Ethel Lene-ve'- s
broken health, Mrs. Ginnett says
the girl looks brighter and stronger
when she saw her in Quebec than she
did when sitting before a typewriter
in Dr. Crippen's London office.
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The only Market in Santa Fe where
you get exactly what you want
the time

We Will have some fine
K. C. BEEF, PORK; MUTTON,

ATTEMPT TO KIDNAP
WEALTHIEST

BOY.

Bar Harbor, Maine, Aug. 5. Early
this morning, Simeon Blake, one of
the watchmen employed to guard
against the kidnapping of E. B. McLean's eight months' old baby Vinson,
heir to millions, heard the burglar
alarm outside of the room where the
wealthiest boy of the world was
asleep. He aroused Mr. McLean who
stepped out on tihe balcony and shot
three times at a nian running toward
the woods. Blake joined in the fusillade. It is believed that an attempt
was made to kidnap the child, who it
the grandson of John R. McLean and
the late Thomas F. Walsh of Colorado.
FOR SALE A good No. 3 Oliver
typewriter, with metal case and in
struction book. Box 124, Santa Fe.

VEAL, LAMB, etc.
HOWIE

DRESSED POULTRY

We will have some fine home dressed
hens, and spring chix, get your order in
early before they are all gone.
VEGETABLES of all kinds. Call us up.

PTE

HMRO'S

PTE

MARKET
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WE WILL

OUR

SUMMER
SALE

BEGIN
TOMORROW

We have a good many things here that have not been
sold in the ordinary course of business; nothing the matter
with them; they're just as good as those we have sold

Hari Schaffnsr & Marx Clothes
At the end of every season we clean up
our stock. Goods are never carried over
in this store. We would rather give you
the benefit of the price now than to sell
you this season's goods next year. It
means a sacrifice of some profit to us,
but we are willing to allow you something on the pricea good generous
slice of it to pay for doing the carrying

through the entire season. The only trouble with them
is that they have not been sold. We bought them to sell
and we aregoingtodoit. They're all things that ycu want

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
Marx clothes from
experience, you can get a line on something extra good. It is
worth your while to know them and it will tot cost you much.
If you know what Hart Schaffner & Marx name in clothes
means you do not njed to be told wiiat this sale represents.

If you haven't known Hart Schaffner

over.

$32.50
$35.00
$25.00
$22.50

THIS SALE WILL LAST
ONE WEEK ONLY.
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Suits now $22.50
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This Store is the Home
of HART SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES.

$25.00
$20.00
$17.50
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